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ABSTRACT
Integrating Microscale Enzyme and Lectin Reactions Using Nanogel Assisted
Capillary Electrophoresis
Srikanth Gattu
Protein glycosylation is one of the most prevalent post-translational modifications which
plays an important role in determining the structure, stability, and function of proteins.
Changes in glycosylation patterns are a hallmark of cancer and other diseases.
Characterizing glycosylation is difficult because these structures vary in their linkage
and monomer sequence, which gives rise to vast microheterogenity that could affect the
function of the molecule. A novel method using capillary gel electrophoresis by
integrating microscale enzymes and lectin reactions in the capillary was developed to
verify glycan structure by analyzing monosaccharides. Capillary electrophoresis (CE)
improves upon conventional methods of glycan structure characterization by reducing
the amount of enzyme or lectins from milliliters to nanoliters and incubation times
needed for enzyme reactions from hours to minutes. The significant advancement that
was found is to use nanoliter volumes of enzymes costing about $ 0.01 for a single
analysis and shorter incubation times.
Characterizing glycosylation for complex glycans was demonstrated using enzymes
alone or a combination of enzymes and lectins with aid of a nanogel to determine specific
signatures in glycoproteins. Nanogels are used to increase enzyme stability, and noncovalently pattern enzymes in the capillary, enabling more cost-effective use of biological
reagents that provide insight into glycan structures. This advancement allows for in-

capillary electrophoretic mixing of a substrate and an enzyme to achieve similar rates
irrespective of incubation times. These findings are important to study the MichaelisMenten constants of two enzymes obtaining different catalysis rates. With the knowledge
of rates, a cheaper enzyme was used instead of an expensive enzyme to obtain similar
information, deciphering glycan linkage and composition in a cost-effective manner. The
identification of type-1-LacNac signature in glycoproteins was demonstrated with the use
of an enzyme and lectin combination. The enzymes and lectins can be used individually,
or in combination, to identify the monomer and linkage information in glycans.
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Chapter 1: Glycan characterization with capillary electrophoresis
1.1 Introduction:
Capillary electrophoresis separations offer many advantages over chromatographic
separations that make the method an attractive technique for enzyme and glycan
analysis. Capillary electrophoresis (CE) uses nano- to picoliter sample volumes for each
run. Electrophoresis runs are rapid, requiring minutes to complete. The high separation
efficiency of capillary electrophoresis enables the separation of complex samples.
Commercially available instruments are equipped with robotics, which automate the
sample analyses. These benefits make capillary electrophoresis an excellent platform to
study glycan structure with the use of enzymes and lectins.

The research work covered in this dissertation is the result of three published
manuscripts. Chapter one discusses the significance and fundamentals of glycans and
their analysis with CE using exoglycosidases and lectins. Chapter two covers the costeffective use of enzymes for kinetic studies and linkage analysis in carbohydrates and
glycans. It also covers the effect of a phospholipid nanogel on enzyme performance and
enzyme reaction optimization. Chapter three is about the applicability of using enzyme
and lectin combinations to distinguish branched isomeric oligosaccharides linkages.
Chapter four discusses the future directions in use of the developed methods for applying
glycan structure characterization to clinical samples for bio-marker detection which aids
in diagnosis and prognosis of cancer. This work covers research that was published in:
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Gattu, S.; Crihfield, C. L.; Lu, G.; Bwanali, L.; Veltri, L.M.; Holland, L. A., Advances in
Enzyme Substrate Analysis with Capillary Electrophoresis. Methods 2018, 146, 93-106.

Gattu, S.; Crihfield, C. L.; Holland, L. A., Microscale Measurements of Michaelis – Menten
Constants

of

Neuraminidase

with

Nanogel

Capillary Electrophoresis

for

the

Determination of Sialic Acid Linkage. Analytical Chemistry 2017, 89 (1), 929-936

Holland, L. A ,; Gattu, S.; Crihfield, C. L.; Bwanali, L., Capillary electrophoresis with
stationary nanogel zones of galactosidase and Erythrina cristagalli lectin for the
determination of (β1-3)- linked galactose in glycans. Journal of Chromatography A 2017,
1523, 90-96

1.1.1 Significance of glycans:

Carbohydrates (or sugars) are the most abundant among biological molecules and are
fundamental molecules to signaling and energy.1, 2 These molecules play an important
role in biological processes and are involved in cell-cell recognition, cell adhesion, and
cellular regulation.3 The important role of glycans in signaling makes it a useful tool for
disease diagnosis and prognosis. Changes in glycosylation patterns of glycans are the
hallmarks of cancer and several other diseases. Protein glycosylation is significant, but
challenging post-translational modification that must be monitored.4,

5

Glycosylation

modulates biological activity6 and strongly influences the functioning of proteins and
antibodies. Different structural changes are relevant to different areas of biotechnology.
For example, glycosylation effects the safety and efficacy of biological therapeutics and
2

serves as biomarkers for disease.7,

8

Characterizing glycosylation is difficult because

these structures vary in their monomer sequence and monomer linkage.

1.2 Background:
1.2.1 Fundamentals of Glycans:

Glycans are compounds consisting of large numbers of monosaccharides linked together.
Monosaccharides, the smallest unit that build glycans, can be roughly classified to contain
the empirical formula Cx(H2O)n, and mainly consist of glucose, mannose, galactose,
fucose, N-Acetyl-D-glucosamine, and N-Acetyl-D-neuraminic acid.9 The structures are
represented in Figure 1-1, demonstrating the differences in their structures. These
monosaccharides can exist as open or cyclic hemiacetal forms and are usually depicted
in the cyclic form in a chair conformation.

3

D-Glucose ( )

L-Fucose ( )

D-Mannose ( )

N-Acetyl-Dglucosamine ( )

D-Galactose ( )

N-Acetyl-Dneuraminic acid ( )

Figure 1.1 Six representative structures of monosaccharides commonly seen in N-glycans.
All the monosaccharides shown are D-conformers except fucose. Figure adapted from
reference [9]

N-Glycans are all composed of a common core structure consisting of two GlcNac and
three mannose sugars. The rest of the glycan structure can vary by the monomer position
and the linkage. The linkage orientation can be either alpha or beta on carbon-1 of a
monosaccharide. If both Carbon-1 and the highest numbered chiral carbon, OH group is
pointed in opposite directions (axial up at highest chiral carbon and axial down at carbon1), then the linkage or anomericity is alpha. On the other hand, if both carbon-1 and the
highest numbered chiral carbon, OH group is pointed in the same direction (axial up at
highest chiral carbon and equatorial at carbon-1), then the linkage is beta, as shown in
Figure 1-2. The carbon-1 of a monosaccharide combines with the hydroxyl group of the
neighboring monosaccharide to form a glycosidic bond. Since a glycan contains a large
number of monosaccharides linked together, a wide variety of linkages are possible. Even
though the known biosynthetic pathways restrict the number of physiologically relevant
4

structures, changes in linkage and position can occur during post-translational
modification and affect signaling.

α-D-Glucose ( )

β-D-Glucose ( )

Figure 1.2 Alpha (α) and beta (β) anomers of glucose, where alpha anomer on the left
and beta anomer on the right

Glycans derived from glycoproteins are either N- (aspargine) or O- (serine/threonine)
linked to the polypeptide sequence of the protein. The focus of this dissertation is N-linked
glycans. These N-glycan structures can be further sub-divided into three types. These
include high mannose glycans, complex glycans and hybrid glycans that integrate
characteristics of the two glycan types as shown in Figure 1-3. These differences in Nglycan type, linkage, and position isomers add a great complexity in glycan structure
elucidation.
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Linkage Position:
3 4 6

= Sialic Acid
= Galactose

= N-Acetyl Glucosamine
= Mannose
= Fucose
High Mannose

Complex

Hybrid

Figure 1.3 Schematic of N-glycan classification. The N-glycan structures include high
mannose, complex and hybrid glycans with key for linkage and glycan monomers were
presented.
1.2.2 Fundamentals principles of Capillary Electrophoresis:
Separation in capillary electrophoresis is based on the charge-to-size ratio of analytes in
an electric field.
V=µE

(1)

Where V is the velocity of the ion, µ is the electrophoretic mobility of the ion and E is the
applied electric field. The electric field is a function of applied voltage and capillary length.
A simple schematic of a capillary electrophoresis system10 is provided in Figure 1-4.
Separations take place in a silica capillary filled with a background electrolyte. For
methods employing optical detection, the polyimide coating on the outside of the capillary
is removed to create a detection window which allows light to pass through to the detector.
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A high voltage power supply that can deliver up to 30,000 volts is used to apply an electric
field across the capillary during the separation.
Capillary
UV / LIF

-

+

Inlet Buffer
Reservoir

Outlet Buffer
Reservoir
High Voltage
Power Supply

Figure 1.4 Schematic of capillary electrophoresis set up. It consists of capillary, buffer
reservoirs containing background electrolyte and a detector. Analytes are separated in
capillary under the influence of the electric field supplied by high voltage power supply.
Figure reproduced from reference [10].

There are two modes of transport in capillary electrophoresis, electroosmotic flow and
electrophoretic mobility. Electroosmotic flow, which is depicted by the thin black vector
in Figure 1-5, is the bulk flow of liquid in the capillary. It occurs in the presence of the
electric field as a consequence of the surface charge on the inner wall of the fused silica
capillary. The surface of the fused silica is negatively charged at pH levels above 4, so
cations accumulate at the surface of the capillary. This results in a bulk flow of the liquid
towards the cathode upon application of the electric field. Electrophoretic velocity, which
is denoted by a thin grey vector in Figure 1-5, is based on the charge-to-size ratio of an
analyte. A small cation with the same charge as a larger a cation will migrate toward the

7

cathode faster than the larger cation. The net velocity of an analyte, represented by the
large open arrow in Figure 1-5, is based on the sum of the vectors for electroosmotic flow
and electrophoretic velocity. Electroosmotic flow is greater than electrophoretic velocity;
therefore, cations, neutrals, and anions can be analyzed in a single run. For cations, the
analytes with high charge-to-size ratio migrate to the detection window before those with
a low charge-to-size ratio.

However, the reverse is true for anions since the

electrophoretic velocity is in the opposite directions.

This is emphasized in the

electropherogram in Figure 1-5, where the resulting order of migration is high charge-tosize ratio cations, low charge-to-size ratio cations, neutrals, low charge-to-size ratio
anions, and high charge-to-size ratio anions.
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Figure 1.5 Depiction of electro-osmotic flow in capillary electrophoresis. The analytes are
separated by the charge to size ratio. The vectors represent the electroosmotic flow
(EOF), and the electrophoretic (EPH) and apparent mobilities of the analytes.

1.2.3 Analytical Technologies to characterize glycans:

1.2.3.1 Mass Spectrometry:

Mass Spectrometry is one of the commonly used techniques for glycan characterization,
and provides a basis for glycan structure. Mass Spectrometry (MS) is used extensively
even though it generates structural ambiguity for linkage position. As a result, these subtle

9

differences have only been conclusively elucidated with sophisticated analyses that
require excessive consumption of enzymes, substantial incubation time and sophisticated
workflow.11-14 The latest approach, utilizes a variety of protonated carbohydrate structures
to inspect gas-phase hydrogen-deuterium exchange for distinguishing isomeric
carbohydrate ions. Where the exchange rates were different for different carbohydrate
ions.15 The glycan linkage isomer analysis and glycan structure identification can also be
analyzed through Ion mobility – Mass spectrometry.16-19 In combination with
exoglycosidases, mass spectrometry analyses can distinguish the structures of isobaric
glycans, but these methods must be modified to eliminate sodium after enzyme
reaction.20, 21 In addition, challenges in ionization and detection are due to the presence
of negatively charged sialic acids for glycan structures.22 Sequence identification with
electrospray ionization is complicated by the appearance of different charge states and
fragmentation. When sequence identification is accomplished using matrix-assisted laser
desorption ionization, a derivatization step is required to prohibit extensive fragmentation
and provide quantitative analysis.

Glycan sequencing with Mass Spectrometry:
Complete glycan structure determination requires information about sequence,
monosaccharide composition and linkage between two monosaccharide units. The
structure verification with MS is routinely done using matrix assisted laser desorption
ionization23-26 and electrospray ionization as the ionization27-30 sources for N-glycan
analysis. Lichtenstein and co-workers have developed a two dimensional array for Nglycan structure sequencing by analyzing the products using MALDI-TOF, where the first

10

dimension is composed of various lectins immobilized on MALDI plate and the second
dimension utilizes sequential exoglycosidase digestions to provide a sequencing tool for
glycan structure analysis.31 The N-glycan structure identification using electrospray
ionization was reported by several groups in conjunction with other techniques. 29, 30, 32
Structure elucidation by tandem MS can be utilized to determine monosaccharide
composition based on tandem mass tag to utilize fragments obtained from collision
induced dissociation.30,

33, 34

The connection between two monosaccharides units in

glycans can be determined by the sequential cleavage of glycosidic bonds in low energy
collision induced dissociation35 and the linkage positions can be identified by cross-ring
cleavages using higher energy fragmentation conditions.36

1.2.3.2 High Performance Liquid Chromatography:

The glycan pool released from glycoprotein can be separated depending upon the
properties of the glycans and type of high-performance liquid chromatography matrices
used. Hydrophilic interaction chromatography, reverse phase, and high performance
anion exchange chromatography are commonly used for separation of fluorescently
labeled oligosaccharides containing sialylated and neutral glycans.37,

38

One of the

limitations is the volume of sample consumed and time required for glycan analysis, and
in some cases salts have to be purified for MS analysis.

Microarrays for glycan sequence identification:
Microarray is one of the critical tool for glycan structure determination. The microarray
can be either a lectin based, enzyme based or the combination of both. 39-42 In lectin
11

microarray the individual lectins are deposited as discrete spots on a solid support that
are either covalently linked or adsorbed onto the nitrocellulose membrane. In these
studies, glycan is fluorescently labeled and is allowed to incubate with various lectins in
the array to enable lectin-carbohydrate binding to occur. Although lectin microarray has
many advantages with respect to throughput, analysis of wide range of target samples, it
has limitations such as its inability to recognize specific glycan motifs where lectin does
not have specificity and analysis between multiple complex samples is difficult.41 A
combination of enzyme and lectin is required to overcome limitations of lectin array, and
provide greater confidence in glycan structure assignment.40, 42 A brief discussion about
the glycan identification with exoglycosidases and lectins were presented in section 1.4.

1.2.3.3 Capillary Electrophoresis:
Capillary electrophoresis is one of the most widely used and powerful techniques for the
characterization of glycans. CE provides high resolution capable of separating glycans by
charge-to-size ratio. CE has developed methods capable of distinguishing linkage
isomers and positional isomers resulted in the analysis of N-glycans for bio-marker
discovery and biological therapeutics. CE utilizes nanoliters to picoliters volumes of
enzymes, lectins, and glycans making a cost-effective technique. In addition, the time
required for analysis reduced from hours to few minutes compared to traditional bench
top reactions used for other techniques.

12

Capillary Electrophoresis for glycan sequence identification:
Capillary Electrophoresis is widely used for glycan sequence determination through use
of exoglycosidases. The automated N-glycan sequencing in bio-pharmaceuticals was
recently reported by Guttmann and co-workers where the sample was held in a storage
compartment of the CE instrument was utilized for reaction temperature control and
separation capillary as an enzyme delivery device. The exoglycosidase enzyme reactions
are performed serially for complex glycan pools and obtaining information by digesting
the monosaccharide from the non-reducing end of the glycan. The obtained
exoglycosidase reaction products were identified by migration time shifts due to
differences in charge to size ratio after each exoglycosidase treatment. CE utilizes
migration time index for glycan structure identification.

The migration time of the glycan, or carbohydrate, is best identified by referencing a
homologous glucose polymer ladder43 consisting of different glucose units. Guttmann and
co-workers published glycan structure assignment based on glucose units (GUs), and
direct comparison of GU values of known standard glycan or carbohydrate structures with
GUs of the unknown analyte of interest is an essential task in glycan structure
identification.44-47 In addition, referencing the analyte to GU values solves issues with
reproducibility in migration time that may occur due to variability in separation conditions.
The GU value of unknown glycan peak in the electropherogram is calculated as shown in
the equation 2.

GUX =GN + t

tX-tN
N+1 -tN

(2)
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Where GUx is the glucose unit value for analyte of interest, GN is the degree of
polymerization of maltose units in the adjacent maltooligosaccharide peak. t x is the
migration time of target glycan of interest and tN and tN+1 are the migration times of
maltooligosaccharide preceding and following the target glycan of interest. The
application was improved with a built-in database GUcal for high throughput analysis
reported as www.gucal.hu. This database calculates GU values of unknown peaks in the
electropherogram automatically by loading the ASCII file of both the maltooligosaccharide
ladder and the glycan sample.

The GU values have been used to quantify the monosaccharide and its linkage to identify
the unknown glycan structure with changes in its hydrodynamic size based on the
linkages present. The impact of temperature on the hydrodynamic size of both linear and
branched oligosaccharides studied indicated that GU values are changing with change in
temperature from 20 to 50⁰ C due to differences in activation energies for linear and
branched N-glycans.47, 48 In addition, a recent report that implements co-injection of triple
internal standard to alleviate the need for extra maltooligosaccharide run for GU
calculation.46 This approach speeds up high throughput CE system processing time for
glycan structure assignment through high precision of measured GU values based on
direct comparison of GU values between known standards and the unknown analyte of
interest.
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Alternative approaches for sequence identification include multiplexed CGE and CE-ESIMS. The N-glycan sequencing can also be established using multiplexed capillary gel
electrophoresis. This technique was developed based on the instrument for DNA
sequencing. Software’s like glyXtool49, 50 and glyXalign49, 51 were developed to address
shifts in migration time and peak assignment for glycan structure identification. This
resulted in high throughput identification of N-glycans required for diagnostic purposes.52
In addition, the N-glycan structure identification was achieved by fragmentation with use
of electrospray ionization coupled with CE separation.29, 30

Commercial Kits for glycan processing and structural Analysis:
There are several commercial kits available to prepare N-glycan with improved workflow
and reducing the time required for glycan structure analysis. AB Sciex offers fast glycan
sequencing, using a fully automated carbohydrate sequencer kit with a goal to decrease
manual steps and analysis time from 1-5 days to 2 hours.53 This workflow requires one
reaction vial with glycans and the capillary was used to deliver exoglycosidases to the
nanovial (5 µL volume) and sequentially to add each enzyme after analysis of the
exoglycosidases reaction. After completion of the reaction, the resulting products
analyzed with CE-LIF are identified based on the GU values and the GU shifts of the
product

peaks.

The

optimization

of

enzyme

reaction

temperatures,

enzyme

concentrations and incubation time sequencing of N-glycans was achieved within 1 hour
with semi-automated workflow and two hours for fully automated workflow. In this way,
glycan structure was sequenced by using multiple exoglycosidases and automated the
work flow for glycan structure identification. The N-glycan sequencing can also be
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performed by using a sequencing kit from NewEngland Biolabs. 54 The kit consists of
seven well characterized exoglycosidases for identifying N-glycan structures. These
exoglycosidases can be used sequentially or together and can be analyzed with CE or
MS for structure determination. The availability of commercial kits for glycan sample
preparation are also developed, which includes deglycosylation of the glycan from the
glycoprotein, labeling of released glycans and purification of glycans for analysis. The
entire process can be completed in 30 min of time using Rapiflour- MS N-glycan kit from
Waters to quickly screen glycan samples.55

1.3 Glycan Derivatization:
A barrier to analyze carbohydrates is that they are not easily detected through optical
methods. Derivatization of carbohydrate with chemical reagent is the most common
method used to label glycans. Generally, carbohydrates lack chromophore or fluorophore
groups which make them not suitable for UV-absorbance or laser- induced fluorescence
(LIF) detection. For CE separations, majority of the carbohydrates are uncharged, except
glycans containing sialic acid. Labelling a carbohydrate with a chromophore or
fluorophore tag provides a charge, and thus aids in electrophoretic migration of the glycan
through the capillary.

Several derivatization agents are available to label glycans. These include 2aminobenzoic acid (2-AA),56,

57

and 8-aminopyrene-1,3,6 trisulfonic acid (APTS)56,

58

.Among these reagents, glycan labelling with APTS remains the method of choice for CELIF separations. The labeling reaction scheme is shown in Figure 1-6. Generally, the
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glycans are labelled in a two-step reductive amination process with APTS or 2-AA. Under
acidic conditions, carbohydrates exhibit an equilibrium between straight chain and ring
structure. The first step in the formation of the labeled glycan is the carbonyl carbon of
the sugar moiety is activated by the proton followed by the nucleophilic attack of amine
from the dye provides a Schiff’s base. The Schiff’s base is then reduced to a stable
labeled glycan by using a mild reducing agent such as sodium cyanoborohydride as
shown in below mechanism. After the reduction of bond, a stable labeled glycan is formed.

Figure 1.6 Schematic of labelling reaction mechanism of carbohydrate with 2-AA or
APTS. The carbohydrate reacts with dye to form Schiff’s base with reductive amination.
The bond between carbohydrate and dye is further reduced by sodiumcyanoborohydride
to form stable product.
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1.4 Tools for glycan characterization with CE
1.4.1 Glycan Identification with Exoglycosidases:

Exoglycosidases are glycoside hydrolase enzymes that cleave the oligosaccharide from
the non-reducing end of the glycan. These enzymes are selective for specific monomers
in a glycan as shown in Figure 1-7. In addition to the monomer specificity, these enzymes
have additional specificity with respect to linkage orientation (α or β) or the position of
carbon-carbon linkage in an oligosaccharide.

The different types of exoglycosidases

have differences in linkage specificity and the monomers are commercially available from
different vendors.

= Sialidase
= Galactosidase
= N-Acetylglucosaminadase
= Mannosidase
= Fucosidase

Figure 1.7 Schematic of glycan structure elucidation with exoglycosidases. The
exoglycosidases can be used individually or in a sequence to identify glycan
structure
18

1.4.1.1 Enzyme kinetic studies to evaluate enzyme performance
The glycan structure can be elucidated by using highly specific exoglycosidases, either
sequentially or in an array format to determine the sequence and structure of glycans. By
utilizing positionally specific enzymes, the cleaved glycan residues can be identified by
both the linkage and the monomer. For example, α 2-3 sialidase will remove sialic acid
residues attached with α 2-3 sialic acid linkage, but not residues attached with α 2-6 or α
2-8 sialic acid linkages. The exoglycosidase α 2-3,6,8 sialidase exhibit different cleavage
rates, depending upon the sialic acid linkage. This rate dependent hydrolysis of
exoglycosidases with different linkages and positions can be examined by kinetic studies
to evaluate enzyme efficiency.

1.4.1.2. Determining KM values
Enzyme kinetics are commonly modeled based on the Michaelis-Menten equation, a rate
equation originally proposed by Henri and applied by Michaelis and Menten.

59

The catalytic

efficiency is commonly defined by Kcat/KM; however, in order to define the Kcat value the true
enzyme concentration must be known. The KM value is substrate dependent, which provides a
better means to gauge enzyme performance for when it is utilized for a specific substrate. A small
KM value means high turnover is achieved. The enzyme assays can be performed off-capillary or
in-capillary for the determination of kinetic parameters.

The process requires that the substrate is incubated with enzyme for a specified time. As depicted
in Figure 1-8, the reaction mixture is separated with capillary electrophoresis. The concentration
of product is quantified, typically using an external calibration curve, and divided by the incubation
time to yield rate. This change in the concentration of the generated product is evaluated for
19

different substrate concentrations, all of which are incubated with the same concentration of
enzyme. The rate of product formation is then plotted against the substrate concentration (Figure
1-8). It is useful to collect a minimum of five substrate concentration to fit a curve, provided they
span the curve, as shown in Figure 1-8. The non-linear curve is fit using software to determine
the KM value from the Michaelis-Menten equation. This is shown in equation 3

 = (Vmax  [Substrate])/(KM + [Substrate])

(3)

Where  the rate or velocity of the reaction, Vmax is the maximum velocity at which substrate
reaches saturation, and KM is the substrate concentration at which enzyme performs at half of the
maximum velocity.
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Figure 1.8 Conceptual diagrams demonstrating KM analysis using capillary
electrophoresis.

Electropherograms

in

inset

show

five

different

substrate

concentrations and the products generated after the enzyme reactions. The
generated products were zoomed to emphasize the product area increases as the
initial substrate concentration increases. The curve on the right depicts the MichaelisMenten curve is generated by plotting the rate of product formation versus the
substrate concentration. Reproduced from [9].
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1.4.1.3 Constraints of the Assay
Before determining enzyme kinetics, there are some basic recommendations that should
be implemented. The assumption of steady state, which refers to the condition under
which the rate of formation and depletion of the enzyme-substrate complex are equal,
requires that the analysis be performed when there is not a high accumulation of product.
Initial rates in which the product formation or substrate consumption does not exceed
more than 10% are used to avoid measuring the rate when the product concentration is
too high, which will make the reversible reaction more favorable in accordance with Le
Chatelier’s principle. Furthermore, rate of enzyme turnover can decrease due to product
accumulation.
1.4.2 Glycan Identification with Lectins:
Lectins are carbohydrate-binding proteins that are specific for sugar moieties of
oligosaccharides, glycans, or glycoproteins. Lectins are harnessed to recognize the
prevalence of general structural motifs and offer simple methods to screen glycosylation
in glycans and also preparative scale isolation of glycoconjugates. These lectins bind to
specific carbohydrate structures in the same way as antibodies bind to antigens. The
binding affinities of carbohydrate-binding lectins are relatively weak when compared to
carbohydrate-binding antibodies, providing distinct advantage to release glycoconjuates
from lectin in mild conditions during lectin affinity chromatography. The specificity of lectin
varies depending on the linkage and the position of the monosaccharide. For example,
Sambucus nigra agglutinin (SNA) lectin binds only to alpha 2-6 sialic acids, while Maackia
amurensis (MAL) lectin binds to alpha 2-3 sialic
21

acids. The specificity of lectin for different monosaccharides and linkages are presented
in Table 1.1

Table 1.1 Commercial lectins most commonly used for glycan identification
Preferred glyan signaturea

Lectin
Sialic acid Lectin
Sambucus nigra agglutinin (SNA)

NeuAcα2-6Gal(NAc)60

Maackia amurensis lectin (MAL)

NeuAcα2-3Gal
β1-4GlcNAc61

Galactose Lectin
Erythrina Cristagalli lectin (MAL)

Galβ1-4GlcNAc60

Griffonia (Bandeiraea) simplicfolia
Isolectin B4(GSL I-B4)

Galβ1-3GlcNAc60

N-Acetyl Glucosamine Lectin
Phaseolus vulgaris Erythroagglutinin (PHA-E)

Bisecting GlcNacβ1-4 and
terminalGal (Biantennary)62

Wheat germ agglutinin (WGA)

GlcNac63

Glucose and Mannose lectin
Concanavalin A (Con A)

αMan, αGlu 63
Fucose Lectin

Aleuria aurantia lectin (AAL)
a

Fucα1-6, α1-360

N-acetylneuraminic acid (NeuAc), galactose (Gal), N-acetylglucosamine
( GlcNAc), glucose (Glc), mannose (Man), fucose (Fuc).
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Chapter 2: Microscale Measurements of Michaelis−Menten Constants of
Neuraminidase with Nanogel Capillary Electrophoresis for the Determination
of the Sialic Acid Linkage
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2.1 Introduction
Sialic acids, the common name for N-acetyl neuraminic acids, are the terminal monomer
on the non-reducing end of glycans. Sialic acids and enzymes associated with their
synthesis or catabolism are involved in a number of cellular processes2 and are implicated
in physiological dysfunctions including cancer,3-6 antibody function7 and inflammation.8 In
proteins, asparagine-linked glycans contain a common core structure, 9 such that when
sialic acids are present they are adjacent to a galactose residue. These sialic acidgalactose sequences are linked from carbon 2 on the sialic acid to carbon 3 or 6 on the
adjacent monomer. The position of this linkage is relevant to cancer10 and as a result,
the linkage chemistry is monitored. Although there is a critical need for routine sialic acid
determinations, the challenges of linkage analysis, isomerization, and data interpretation
make structural assignment difficult using current analytical technologies.

Oligosaccharides have been identified using bench-top sequencing with enzymes, but
this requires a considerable amount of exoglycosidase and substantial incubation time. 1115

The cost, stability, and sample preparation related to the use of the enzyme are limiting

factors. Ultimately, separation strategies that reduce the sample handling and sample
volume are critical. Micro-flow systems can efficiently screen chemical processes, are
more stream-lined to develop and optimize reactions, and are used to predict the success
of scaling up a method.

There are a few barriers to rapidly assessing enzymatic

processing on the microscale, which include the cost and lifetime of enzyme preparations.
These barriers can be overcome with immobilized enzymes, which have increased
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stability and can have enhanced performance. 16

Methods of covalent enzyme

immobilization require mild derivatization conditions and extensive optimization. This has
led to the development of new strategies to physically confine enzymes without covalent
modification.17, 18

To realize the full potential of enzymes in chemical assays, enzymes must be manipulated
on the microscale without immobilization. In addition, the rate of enzyme catalysis must
be established for different reaction conditions because the enzyme rate is specific for
each substrate, and it is dependent upon the conditions used for the enzymatic reaction.
Precise knowledge of enzyme activity can be quantified as Michaelis-Menten constants
(KM) and it is important to harnessing enzymes for biomolecule recognition, sequencing,
and assessment. With this information, enzyme-based microscale analyses have the
potential to shed light on the relationship between the biomolecular structure of the
substrate and enzyme function. However, new analytical tools that stabilize enzyme
performance and consume small quantities of enzyme in shorter analyses times are
required.

Capillary electrophoresis has been adapted to utilize enzymes to improve detection limits
and separation specificity with electrophoretically mediated microanalysis, commonly
referred to as EMMA.19 This method relies upon differences in electrophoretic mobility of
enzyme, substrate, and ligand for the analysis. EMMA is rapid, consumes nanoliter
volumes of enzyme, and is reported extensively20-23 as a method to enhance detection
limits or provide indirect detection. While not as prevalent, the use of EMMA to determine
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KM is feasible if the electrophoretic differences of analyte, enzyme and product facilitate
separation, the enzyme remains in the native state, and enzyme does not adsorb to the
capillary surface.

Significant optimization is required to ensure that the incubation

conditions are compatible with the electrophoresis, and exquisite strategies to address
this optimization have been described.24-26 These barriers are overcome with the use of
phospholipid nanogels, which self-assemble to form a thermally-responsive material that
is suitable as a replaceable gel to sieve DNA in capillary electrophoresis, 27,
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as a

viscosity switch to close and open channels in microfluidics,29, 30 and as a viscous additive
to improve capillary electrophoresis separations of oligosaccharides.31-33 Nanogels are
biocompatible materials that immobilize and pattern enzymes in microscale channels.

This paper outlines a new approach to EMMA that utilizes nanogels to physically
constrain an enzyme in a separation capillary. Reconstitution of the neuraminidase
enzyme in nanogel at low concentration results in a longer lifetime upon storage. This
provides a means to cost-effectively use a single enzyme stock solution to deliver the sub
nanoliter volumes required for the capillary method. An electrophoretic mixing method is
developed to circumvent diffusion limitation of static incubation. For the first time,
nanogels are harnessed to precisely quantify the Michaelis−Menten constants of an
enzyme with different degrees of stereospecificity in the presence of substrates with
different linkage positions. The trisaccharide sialyllactose, which is O-(N-acetyl-α
neuraminosyl)-[2 → 3(or 2 → 6)]-O-β-D-galactopyranosyl-(1 → 4)-Dglucose, is used as
a model substrate to characterize neuraminidase. The different catalysis rates obtained
for sialic acid residues with 2−3 or 2−6 linkages are used to analyze the linkage position
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of a mixture of 2−3 and 2−6 sialyllactose and in the sialylated triantennary glycan
substrate mixture that contained both Galβ(1−3)GlcNAc and Galβ(1−4)GlcNAc. Similar
results are achieved when a specific and nonspecific enzyme are used. The approach
extends the nanogel separation method to general as well as specific enzymes.

2.2 Materials and Methods
2.2.1 Chemicals and Reagents
The 3’-sialyllactose and 6’-sialyllactose were from Carbosynth (Berkshire, UK). The
phospholipids 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC) and 1,2-dihexanoylsn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DHPC), were from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL).
Glyko tri-sialylated, galactosylated, triantennary complex N-glycan was from Prozyme
(Hayward, CA). Acetic acid was from Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA). Lactose, 3-(Nmorpholino)-propanesulfonic acid, 8-aminopyrene-1,3,6-trisulfonic acid, 2-aminobenzoic
acid,

triethylamine,

acetonitrile,

methanol,

sodium

cyanoborohydride,

sodium

cyanoborohydride (dissolved in tetrahydrofuran), and general neuraminidase (#N-2876)
were from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). The neuraminidase specific for 2-3 (GE-20
and E-S007) was from QA Bio (Palm Desert, CA). Deionized water was from an Elga
Purelab ultra water system (Lowell, MA).

2.2.2 Preparation and Derivatization of Standards

Enzyme studies with an anticipated KM in the mM range require that oligosaccharide
substrate concentrations in the mM range be used to obtain a Michaelis-Menten curve.
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For the KM studies, the substrate was labeled with a chromophore detected by UV-visible
absorbance. The chromophore 2-aminobenzoic acid was used as a reagent to label the
oligosaccharides as reported previously.34 The reaction was performed with excess label
to ensure 100% labeling efficiency to prevent any bias in the K M measurement. If the
labeling reaction was not complete, then the concentration of the labeled substrate that
was UV-absorbing would have been less than the total concentration of substrate (i.e. the
combination of labeled and unlabeled substrate) and would confound the measurement
of KM. A ratio of 1400 nmol 2-aminobenzoic acid: 200 nmol sialyllactose (7:1) was
achieved by reacting 1 μL volume of 0.2 M saccharide dissolved in water with 1 μL volume
of 1.39 M 2-aminobenzoic acid and 23 μL volume of 1 M sodium cyanoborohydride at 65
°C for 2 h in 0.5 M acetic acid (glacial acetic acid diluted with methanol). Once the
reaction was complete the reaction mixture was evaporated to dryness on a Savant
SpeedVac concentrator (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA). Excess 2-aminobenzoic acid
was removed from the labelling reaction using a Discovery DPA-6S solid phase extraction
cartridge (50 mg packing material, Supelco, Bellefonte, PA) with slight modifications to a
previously established literature procedure.32 Specifically, once the sample was loaded
in the extraction cartridge, the 2-aminobenzoic acid was eluted using 10-mL of 95%
acetonitrile, 5% aqueous 1 mM triethylamine and the retained sugars were eluted from
the cartridge using 3-mL of aqueous 25 mM triethylamine. To ensure that all of the
sialyllactose was labeled and recovered from the purification process, it was compared
against a second reaction performed with excess sialyllactose as described in the
determination of labelling efficiency.
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2.2.3 Determination of Labeling Efficiency

To ensure that all of the sialyllactose was labeled and recovered from the purification
process, the amount of labeled sialyllactose was compared against that obtained with a
second

reaction

performed

with

excess

sialyllactose

(1:50

2-aminobenzoic

acid:sialyllactose) with no sample cleanup. The amount of labeled sialyllactose was
quantified using the method of standard addition with capillary electrophoresis and UVvisible absorbance detection. Standard addition was accomplished by spiking three
equivalent fractions of the 1:50 2-aminobenzoic acid:sialyllactose reaction with three
different concentrations (250, 500, 750 µM) of the purified sialyllactose obtained from the
7:1 2-aminobenzoic acid:sialyllactose reaction. To avoid bias due to differences in salt
concentration, the samples were introduced with hydrodynamic injections at 3.5 kPa (0.5
psi) for 5 s. A concentration of 500 ± 20 µM was experimentally obtained for a reaction
expected to produce 500 µM sialyllactose as it had been reacted at a ratio of 1:50 2aminobenzoic acid:sialyllactose.

Studies designed to distinguish the linkage position of sialyllactose or glycan were
accomplished with substrate concentrations in the nM range. For these linkage position
studies the substrate was labeled with a chromophore detected by fluorescence. The
fluorescently conjugated oligosaccharides and glycans were labeled as previously
described35 with slight modifications. Glycan labeling was accomplished using 100 mM
8-aminopyrene-1,3,6-trisulfonic acid in 20% acetic acid for a reaction of 7 nmol glycan:
250 nmol dye in a total reaction volume of 5 L. The labeled glycan sample was purified
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using a 1kDa molecular weight cutoff filter (#MCP001C41, Pall Corporation, Ann Arbor,
MI).

Sialyllactose labeling was accomplished using 100 mM 8-aminopyrene-1,3,6-

trisulfonic acid in 20% acetic acid for a reaction of 5 nmol glycan: 250 nmol dye in a total
reaction volume of 5 L. The labeled sialyllactose samples were purified using the DPA6S column as described for labeling with 2-aminobenzoic acid.

Once purified, the

samples were dried in a SpeedVac concentrator before reconstituting to 100 L in water
and storing at -20 °C.

Neuraminidase in powder is reconstituted to a concentration of 33.6 mUnits/µL in 50 mM
potassium phosphate with the pH adjusted to 5.2 using 1M sodium hydroxide. The
appropriate volume of master stock (i.e. less than or equal to 0.52 L) is diluted with 10%
nanogel to a final volume of 50 L. For both neuraminidase enzymes 1 Unit is defined
as the amount of enzyme required to produce 1 mole of methylumbelliferone in 1 min at
37 °C, pH 5.0 from 2’-(4-methyl-umbelliferyl)-alpha-D-N acetylneuraminic acid.36, 37

2.2.4 Capillary Electrophoresis

Analyses were performed using a P/ACE MDQ or MDQ Plus (Sciex, Redwood City, CA)
configured by the manufacturer with laser induced fluorescence detection (3 mW air
cooled argon ion laser or 3 mW solid state laser, with λex = 488 nm, λem = 520 nm) and a
photodiode array or UV-visible absorbance detector (monitored at 214 nm). A 25 µm
internal diameter, 360 µm outer diameter fused silica capillary (Polymicro Technologies,
Phoenix, AZ) was used for separation. Each day capillaries were prepared as previously
reported.33

Unless otherwise noted, the background electrolyte was 100 mM 3-(N39

morpholino)-propanesulfonic acid buffered to pH 7. Phospholipids were prepared as
described previously, aliquoted, and stored at -20 °C.32,

33, 38

The phospholipid

preparation that is q = 2.5 (i.e. [DMPC]:[DHPC] = 2.5) and 10% phospholipid by weight
has low viscosity below the gel phase transition temperature and is easily introduced in
the capillary at a temperature of 19 °C or lower. Prior to each run the capillary was held
at 19 °C and prepared as previously reported32 with slight modification as described in
the methods. Data collection and analysis were performed using 32 Karat Software
version 7.0 (MDQ) or 10.2 (MDQ Plus). The Michaelis-Menten curves were fit using
GraphPad Prism version 4.03 (San Diego, CA).

For Michaelis-Menten studies, the fixed enzyme zone was introduced at 69 kPa (10 psi)
for 7 s followed by injection of background electrolyte at 138 kPa (20 psi) for 15 s. For
glycan analyses, this protocol was modified to include a flush of 10% phospholipid at 172
kPa (25 psi) for 3 min prior to loading the nanogel-enzyme zone at 69 kPa (10 psi) for 7
s and background electrolyte at 69 kPa (10 psi) for 45 s. The purpose of the 45 s
introduction of background electrolyte was to push the enzyme to the thermostable region
of the capillary. The amount of enzyme in the nanogel required for the separation is 15
L if a PCR vial is used, or 5 L if lower volume vials from the instrument manufacturer
are used (Sciex nanovials product number 5043467). After the capillary was filled, the
temperature of the separation was increased to 37 °C for the sample injection, incubation,
and separation. Injections included a background electrolyte pre-plug of 6.9 kPa (1.0 psi)
for 7 s and a background electrolyte post-plug of 3.4 kPa (0.5 psi) for 5 s. After a run was
complete, a 172 kPa (25 psi) background electrolyte flush for five min was applied in the
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reverse direction to push out any remaining protein toward the site of injection. Ambient
thermal control of the room and instrument was maintained using a portable air
conditioner described previously

2.3 Results and Discussion
2.3.1 Patterning Enzyme in Capillary

The nanogel fixed enzyme zone was achieved by creating a pseudo-stationary enzyme
plug in phospholipid nanogel, as depicted in Figure 2-1. Enzyme prepared in the nanogel
was introduced into the capillary at 19 °C, which was a temperature that maintains fluidlike viscosity of the material.29, 30 At this temperature, the enzyme was positioned in the
thermally controlled region of the capillary to ensure that the desired temperature was
maintained during analyses. The temperature was then increased to 37 °C to form a
viscous gel29 that maintained the enzyme position within the capillary and supported the
enzyme reaction. Two model substrates, sialyllactose with different linkages shown in
Figure 2-1, were used. Once the fixed enzyme zone was patterned in the capillary, as
seen in Figure 2-1, the substrate was electrokinetically driven into the enzyme zone.
Following incubation substrate was then separated from product (Figure 2-1).

The

catalysis rate of neuraminidase was quantified by monitoring the conversion of substrate
to the lactose product (Figure 2-1).
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1. inject 2. incubate in enzyme 3. separate, quantify
substrate product
product substrate

EC #232-624-6

3’ substrate

product

6’ substrate

Figure 2.1 Depiction of electrophoretic migration of substrate in-capillary containing
enzyme in a fixed zone. The 3’- or 6’-sialyllactose was incubated in enzyme and converted
to lactose. The nonreducing end of the oligosaccharide was labeled with a chromophore
(e.g. 2-aminobenzoic acid, for UV-absorbance detection). Figure reproduced from [1].
Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society

The separation of sialyllactose and lactose did not require the use of phospholipid
nanogel to resolve these analyte peaks. Therefore, the fixed enzyme zone was
embedded in an aqueous background electrolyte solution of 100 mM background
electrolyte buffered to pH 7. The position of the enzyme zone within the capillary was
established by migrating the substrate to a particular position, incubating substrate with
enzyme, and then separating and quantifying the peak areas of the substrate and
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enzymatically generated product. The substrate positions that generated larger product
peak area coincided with the position of the enzyme zone, as summarized in Figure 2-2.
With the position of the enzyme zone established, the impact of nanogel on the enzyme
catalysis rate was determined.
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Figure 2.2 Demonstrates the use of 3.4 mM 3’-sialyllactose to identify the beginning and
end of the fixed enzyme zone. In each study the substrate was electrokinetically migrated
into the capillary and incubated for 30 seconds (37 °C) in 336 µUnits/µL α2-3,6,8,9
neuraminidase suspended in phospholipid nanogel. The position was changed and the
amount of product generated quantified. Separations were performed at 37 °C in a 25 µm
i.d. capillary, with an effective length of 30 cm and E = 500 V/cm (reverse polarity). Figure
reproduced from [1]. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society
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2.3.2 Effect of Phospholipid Nanogel on Enzyme Performance
Proteins are reconstituted in a variety of additives to maintain structure and function. 39-42
These additives influence both stability and activity in a complex manner. 43 Phospholipids
are used widely to reconstitute membrane proteins.44 Physical constraint of enzymes
with lipids has been reported using edge stabilized phospholipid nanodiscs to study
enzyme catalysis of membrane protein.45, 46 Although phospholipids are used to eliminate
non-specific adsorption of proteins to surfaces,47-49 they are underexplored as an additive
for soluble proteins.

To evaluate the effect of phospholipid nanogel on neuraminidase, the enzyme
performance was monitored either in traditional aqueous solution of 50 mM potassium
phosphate adjusted to a pH of 5.2 with sodium hydroxide or nanogel comprised of
phospholipid dissolved in the same aqueous solution. The preparations of neuraminidase
were diluted to a concentration of 350, 250, or 150 Units/L, and the enzyme activity
was evaluated by quantifying the rate of conversion of sialyllactose substrate to lactose.
The rates summarized in Figure 2-3 demonstrated that in the presence of nanogel the
enzyme retained high activity for the 30-day period regardless of concentration. The
stability of the enzyme diluted in the aqueous buffer was concentration-dependent. The
350 Units/L did not change (Figure 2-3A). However, the 250 Units/L (Figure 2-3B)
and 150 Units/L (Figure 2-3C) enzyme solutions decreased in activity until there was
no detectable activity on day 3 and 1, respectively. The reaction velocity of 350, 250, and
150 Units/L enzyme was 1100 ± 50, 830 ± 50, and 500 ± 40, respectively. At the highest
concentration (i.e. 350 Units/L), the reaction velocity in nanogel was 1.5 times higher
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than the reaction velocity in aqueous electrolyte (750 ± 60 M lactose/min). For the lower
enzyme concentrations the reaction velocity in nanogel as compared to that obtained in
aqueous electrolyte on day 1 was 1.7 (500 ± 10 M lactose/min), and 2.5 (200 ± 10 M
lactose/min) times higher. These findings were in agreement with literature evidence that
phospholipid monolayers improve the performance of exoglycosidase enzymes including
galactosidase50-52 and neuraminidase.53 The improvement in stability observed at the
lower enzyme concentration may be due to molecular crowding. The compaction of the
enzyme by molecules in the solution maintained enzyme in a folded state and impacted
the enzyme rate if the effective concentration of active protein was increased.

54, 55

The activity of protein at low concentration is independent of its own concentration and it is
dependent upon size, shape and concentration of other macromolecules. The confinement can
enhance the tendency to compact particles and affect chemical potential and reactivity. In
addition, phospholipids provide the hydrophilic and hydrophobic interactions required for an
enzyme to keep in its confirmation and improving stability.
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Figure 2.3 Plot of enzyme activity. Substrate was incubated in α2-3,6,8,9
neuraminidase suspended in phospholipid nanogel (10% lipid with [DMPC]/[DHPC] =
2.5 in 50 mM potassium phosphate pH adjusted to 5.2 with sodium hydroxide) or in the
same aqueous solution devoid of phospholipid at an enzyme concentration of 350
µUnits/µL (2A), 250 µUnits/µL (2B), and 150 µUnits/µL (2C). Substrate (5.4 mM 3’sialyllactose) was incubated in enzyme for 2 min at 37 °C and separated. Separations
were performed at 37 °C in a 25 µm i.d. capillary, with an effective length of 30 cm and
E = 500
V/cm (reverse
polarity).
reproduced
from
[1]. Copyright 2017 American
2.3.3
Optimizing
Incubation
TimesFigure
in the Fixed
Enzyme
Zone
Chemical Society
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Optimizing Incubation Times in the Fixed Enzyme Zone:

When enzyme catalysis was performed in-capillary using static incubations, the
measured velocity (Table 2-1) decreased with increasing incubation time. The hypothesis
regarding this observation is that it is due to diffusion limited incubation. When substrate
molecules are allowed to incubate, the substrate molecules are moving by Brownian
motion, and the diffusion of substrate is important for enzyme reaction to occur. It is also
assumed that the decreasing rate of product formation observed with increasing
incubation time is due to product accumulation and formation of a substrate depletion
layer near each enzyme. In addition, some exoglycosidases function as hydrolase and
transferases, conjugating the liberated monosaccharide back to a oligosaccharide
terminus or glycan.56,57 This assumption is based on the fact that this enzyme is not
behaving like transferase. A literature search in Scifinder database was conducted using
terms (Does neuraminidase from clostridium perfringens acts as a transferase, Does
sialidase from clostridium perfringens acts as a transferase) and found other enzymes
that act as transferase but not this particular enzyme. This change in rate of product
formation observed with different static incubation times posed a barrier to the quantitative
determination of enzyme performance (i.e. KM values) because enzyme rates must be
consistent with different incubation times.
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Table 2.1 Effect of Substrate Delivery on Rate
40

13.9 ± 0.6

9.9 ± 0.9

60

11.6 ± 0.3

9.5 ± 0.5

100

8.4 ± 0.3

8.5 ± 0.4

200

7.3 ± 0.1

8.4 ± 0.5

4

Ave

10 ± 3 (30%)

9.1 ± 0.7 (9%)

1

data are averages (n = 3) using 5.4 mM 3’sialyllactose
labeled with 2-aminobenzoic acid and 336 µUnits/µL 23,6,8,9 neuraminidase in nanogel at 37 ⁰ C
2
incubation performed with E = 0 V/cm after driving the
substrate to center of the fixed enzyme zone
3
performed by electrophoresing substrate through the
enzyme with E = 250 V/cm for multiple forward (F) and
reverse (R) passes of: 40 sec (20F-10R-10F), 60 sec
(20F-20R-20R), 100 sec ([20F-20R]2-20F) or 200 sec
([20F-20R]4-20F-10R-10F)
4
data are averages of rates at 4 incubation times
Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society

In nanogel electrophoresis, the limitations of diffusion-based transport of substrate and
product were overcome by electrophoretic mixing.

In this electrophoretic mixing

approach, the sustained contact between substrate and enzyme was achieved by
alternating the polarity of the applied voltage to reversibly drive the substrate through the
enzyme zone as depicted in Figure 2-4. This electromigration is a form of stirring or
mixing and eliminates, depletion layers as the substrate is moving continuously back and
forth in the enzyme plug. The electrophoretic mixing overcomes the performance of static
incubation by which the rate of product formation decreases with time.
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20 s

substrate

2 mAu

product

40 s mixing

60 s mixing

100 s mixing
1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

Time (min)

Figure 2.4 Conceptual diagrams of multi-pass electrophoretic mixing for control of the
incubation time in the enzyme. The mixing duration was determined by the total time the
substrate passes through the zone. Mixing may require that passes of different times are
combined as in the case of a 40 second incubation. The position of the arrows in zone are
conceptual and do not imply that the substrate traversed from the top of the zone to the bottom
with each successive pass. The electropherograms were obtained using substrate of 5.4 mM
3’-sialyllactose
336and
µUnits/µL
α2-3,6,8,9
neuraminidase
that wasthesuspended
The number of and
passes
length ofofeach
pass were
selected to achieve
desired in
phospholipid nanogel. Experimental conditions as described in Figure 2-3. Figure reproduced
incubation time. The process of mixing in the fixed zone was feasible when the position
from [1]. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society

The number of passes and length of each pass were selected to achieve the desired
incubation time. The process of mixing in the fixed zone was feasible when the position
of the enzyme was profiled in the capillary to determine the zone boundaries as
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summarized in Figures 2-2.

The rate of enzyme catalysis increased with the

electrophoretic velocity due to the increased probability of enzyme-substrate collision. An
Ohm’s law plot was performed as shown in Figure 2-5 to confirm that this was not due to
Joule heating. As summarized in Table 2-1, electrophoretic mixing generated catalysis
with a precision of 9% relative standard deviation for 4 different electrophoretic sweep
times as compared to 30% relative standard deviation for 4 different static incubation
times.

8
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Figure 2.5 Ohm’s Law plot. The current is measured as a function of applied voltage for 40
minutes. The average current (6 to 40 min) is plotted against the applied voltage and fit
using linear regression.

The correlation coefficient is 0.998 for aqueous background

electrolyte and 0.997 for phospholipid nanogel. All separations were performed at 37 °C in
a 25 µm i.d. capillary, with an effective length of 30 cm for buffer and 50 cm for phospholipid.
Figure reproduced from [1]. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society.
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2.3.4 Determination of Michaelis-Menten Constants for Neuraminidase

The in-capillary enzymatic method was well-suited to characterize the relationship
between the substrate concentration and the rate of enzyme production. The velocity of
product formation was calculated as product concentration/incubation time and then
plotted to determine the Michaelis-Menten constant.

An accurate measurement of

enzyme performance required that the classical rules derived for KM determinations were
followed.58 In particular, no more than 10% of the substrate could be converted to product
because the presence of product inhibits the rate of reaction as the rate of enzyme
turnover can decrease due to product accumulation. An additional consideration was that
the amount of product formed must fall within the linear range of quantification for the
method of detection. A KM curve fit using non-linear regression required 2 points at or
near saturation and an additional 3 points distributed across the region where the velocity
changes significantly with substrate concentration.

The application of nanogel for in-capillary determination of enzyme activity was
demonstrated with a neuraminidase that cleaves sialic acid with α 2-3, 2-6, 2-8, or 2-9
linkage. Each determination utilized nanogel enzymolysis with mixing at an enzyme
concentration of 336 μUnits/μL prepared in nanogel. Incubations were performed at 37
°C. Electrophoretic mixing was performed during the incubation period to obviate the
time-related dependence of velocity on incubation time observed in static incubations. A
set of five electropherograms was obtained with 3′-sialyllactose at concentrations of 0.40,
1.25, 3.4, 5.4, and 7.4 mM (Figure 2-6A). The peak area for the lactose product obtained
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in each separation was quantified (Figure 2-6A inset). The rate of enzymatic conversion
was calculated as the concentration of lactose produced over the incubation time. These
determinations were performed in triplicate; 15 values were plotted as shown in Figure 26B and fit using nonlinear regression to obtain the KM of 3.3 mM with a standard deviation
of 0.8 mM.
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Figure 2.6 Electropherograms of 3’-sialyllactose substrate and the lactose product
generated after enzymatic reaction. The traces were offset in time by 0.1 min for
visualization from the lower to upper traces at the following 3’-sialyllactose concentrations:
0.40 mM, 1.25 mM, 3.4 mM, 5.4 mM, and 7.4 mM. The increase in the area of lactose
with increasing 3’-sialyllactose concentration is depicted in the inset. The MichaelisMenten curve (4B) was generated by plotting the substrate concentration versus the rate
of product formation for 3’-sialyllactose with 336 µUnits/µL α2-3,6,8,9 neuraminidase in
nanogel. Experimental conditions as described in Figure 2-2. Figure reproduced from
[1]. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society
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Literature values have been reported for neuraminidase from Clostridium perfringens with
related sialyllactose substrate. A KM value of 2.4 with unlabeled 3’-sialyllactose was
obtained using potassium acetate buffered at pH 4.5, 37 ⁰ C, quantifying the product
concentration with thiobarbituric-facilitated colorimetric detection with the alkali-Ehrlich
method.59 A KM value of 2.2 ± 0.3 mM with unlabeled 3’-sialyl-N-acetyllactosamine was
obtained using 50 mM potassium phosphate at a pH adjusted to 5.16 with sodium
hydroxide, 37 °C, quantifying the product with anion exchange chromatography coupled
to electrochemical detection.60

KM values are difficult to compare given that slight

differences exist in the hydrolysis reaction conditions. In addition, the substrate used in
this work was labeled with 2-aminobenzoic acid. In light of these differences in reactions,
the experimental KM value is similar as it is approximately 1.5 times higher than these
literature values.

The applicability of nanogel for enzyme characterization was extended to study changes
in the rate of catalysis for different substrates and different neuraminidase enzymes. The
activity and specificity of 2-3,6,8,9 neuraminidase on 6’-sialyllactose, a substrate with
different linkage position, were examined using the nanogel capillary electrophoresis.
The results demonstrated the application of the method to screen enzymes of different
specificity for the conversion of different substrate molecules. The values in Table 2-2,
were obtained under identical pH, ionic strength, substrate concentration, and active
enzyme concentration.
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Table 2.2 Summary of Michaelis-Menten Parameters1
2-3,6,8, 9 neuraminidase

KM ± s.d. (mM)
Vmax ± s.d.
(µM/min)

3’-sialyllactose
3.3 ± 0.8
2100 ± 200

2

6’-sialyllactose
2±1
400 ± 100

2-3
neuraminidase
3

3’-sialyllactose
3±2
900 ± 300

4

1

Enzyme concentration is 336 µUnits/µL, all curves determined at substrate =
0.40, 1.25, 3.4, 5.4, or 7.4 mM substrate in triplicate (5 points per concentration,
n = 15 rates to determine KM, Vmax).

2

30 s 3-pass incubation (20 s forward-5 s reverse-5 s forward), correlation
coefficient for nonlinear fit is 0.996
3
40 s 3-pass incubation (20 s forward-10 s reverse-10 s forward), correlation
coefficient for nonlinear fit is 0.950
4
40 s 3-pass incubation (20 s forward-10 s reverse-10 s forward), correlation
coefficient for nonlinear fit is 0.961
Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society

The KM value from the Michaelis-Menten curve for the general neuraminidase acting on
6’-sialyllactose was quantified as 2 ± 1 mM as shown in Figure 2-7 . A similar KM value
of 1.2 mM was reported for general neuraminidase and 6’-sialyllactose with slightly
different reaction conditions (i.e. 100 mM sodium/potassium phosphate pH adjusted to
5.4, 37 °C).61
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Figure 2.7 Depicts the separation of 6’-sialyllactose and lactose after enzymatic
reaction with 5 different concentrations of 6’-sialyllactose substrate. The traces are
offset in time for visualization from the lower to upper traces at the following 3’sialyllactose concentrations: 0.40 mM (x offset = 0 min), 1.25 mM (x offset = 0.10 min),
3.4 mM (x offset = 0.20 min), 5.4 mM (x offset = 0.30 min), and 7.4 mM (x offset = 0.40
min). The inset depicts the increase in the area of the lactose product with increasing
3’-sialyllactose concentration. B depicts the Michaelis-Menten curve that is generated
by plotting the substrate concentration and the rate of product formation for 6’sialyllactose with 336 µU/µL α2-3,6,8,9 neuraminidase in nanogel. Experimental
The KM value was 3 ± 2 mM for the specific neuraminidase cleaving sialic acid from 3conditions as described in Figure 2-2. Figure reproduced from [1]. Copyright 2017
American Chemical Society
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sialyllactose, as shown in Figure 2-8. Incubation of the 2-3 neuraminidase with 6’sialyllactose resulted in no production of lactose, confirming that the specific enzyme was
effective at cleaving only 3’ sialic acid residues.

A
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[3'-Sialyllactose] mM

Figure 2.8 Depicts the separation of 3’-sialyllactose and lactose after enzymatic reaction with
5 different concentrations of 3’-sialyllactose substrate. The traces are offset in time for
visualization from the lower to upper traces at the following 3’-sialyllactose concentrations:
0.40 mM (x offset = -0.08 min), 1.25 mM (x offset = 0.10 min), 3.4 mM (x offset = 0.20 min),
5.4 mM (x offset = 0.30 min), and 7.4 mM (x offset = 0.35 min). The inset depicts the increase
in the area of the lactose product with increasing 3’-sialyllactose concentration. B depicts
the Michaelis-Menten curve that is generated by plotting the substrate concentration and the
rate of product formation for 3’-sialyllactose with 336 µU/µL α2-3 neuraminidase in nanogel.
Experimental conditions as described in Figure 2-2. Figure reproduced from [1]. Copyright
2017 American Chemical Society
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The KM value was independent of enzyme concentration, while Vmax was dependent upon
neuraminidase concentration. Curves were obtained at the same enzyme concentration
of 336 µUnits/µL. For this enzyme, the manufacturer reported that the rate was greater
for 2-3 than 2-6.62 The Vmax values (Table 2-2), which describe the rate of enzyme
catalysis when fully saturated by substrate, indicated that catalytic rate of the general
enzyme (i.e. 2-3,6,8,9 neuraminidase) was five times faster for 2-3 substrate when
compared to the 2-6 substrate. Furthermore, for conversion of 2-3 sialic acid substrate,
the general enzyme was twice as fast as the 3’ specific enzyme. These findings were
utilized to apply neuraminidase to rapidly distinguish the sialic acid linkage.

2.3.5 Differentiating the Sialic Acid Linkage with Neuraminidase

With knowledge of the enzyme catalysis, the application of a fixed zone of neuraminidase
to distinguish sialyllactose linkage position was demonstrated. A nanogel separation (Fig
2-9 trace A) of the 6’ and the 3’ - sialyllactose in the absence of enzyme revealed that the
2-6 and the 2-3 sialyllactose linkages were separated. When a mixture of 2-3 and 2-6
sialyllactose was subjected to a fixed enzyme zone of 8 mUnits/L neuraminidase specific
for 2-3 sialic acid linkage, only the 2-3 sialyllactose was converted to lactose (Fig 2-9
trace B).
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Figure 2.9 Electropherograms of 3’ and 6’-sialyllactose to demonstrate the use of α2-3
neuraminidase to determine substrate linkages. The separation of 3’ and 6’-sialyllactose
in trace A was obtained in the absence of enzyme. Trace B incorporated a fixed zone of
α2-3 neuraminidase (loaded at 69 kPa for 7 s) suspended in phospholipid nanogel (10%
lipid with [DMPC]/[DHPC] = 2.5 in 50 mM potassium phosphate pH adjusted to 5.2 with
sodium hydroxide) at a concentration of 8 mUnits/µL to distinguish 2-3 from 2-6
sialyllactose by cleaving all the sialic acid on the 3’-sialyllactose.

Separations and

incubations were performed at 37 °C in a 25 µm i.d. capillary filled with nanogel, with an
effective length of 50 cm and E=400 V/cm (reverse polarity). Figure reproduced from [1].
Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society

Triplicate runs with and without the fixed enzyme zone generated peaks that had a
relative standard deviation in area of 4% and in time of 1%.

These studies were

performed using fluorescence detection. Data found in Figure 2-10 was expanded on
these analyses by incorporating a fixed enzyme zone of 0.6 mUnits/μL α2-3
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neuraminidase to confirm 3′-sialyllactose was converted to lactose and not just shifted in
time.
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Figure 2.10 Electropherograms of 3’- and 6’-sialyllactose to demonstrate the use of
neuraminidase to distinguish 3’ and 6’ linkages. The 3’- and 6’-sialyllactose peaks were
resolved in phospholipid nanogel (10% lipid with [DMPC]/[DHPC] = 2.5) devoid of
enzyme in trace A. The 3’-sialyllactose was partially converted to lactose in the presence
of α2-3 neuraminidase at a concentration of 0.6 mU/µL in trace B and entirely converted
at a concentration of 8 mU/µL in trace C. Separations and incubations were performed
at 37 °C in a 25 µm i.d. capillary, with an effective length of 50 cm and E=400 V/cm
(reverse polarity). Figure reproduced from [1]. Copyright 2017 American Chemical
Society

A similar strategy to identify the sialic acid linkage was applied to the mixture of trisialylated triantennary complex N-glycan shown in Figure 2-11.

The N-glycan

determinations were accomplished using the fixed nanogel enzyme zone embedded in
capillary filled with an enzyme-free nanogel. A nanogel separation (Fig 2-11 trace A) of
the N-glycan in the absence of enzyme revealed that the N-glycan was fully sialylated
and contained both Gal(1-3)GlcNAc and Gal(1-4)GlcNAc.

These isomers were
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resolved electrophoretically when the capillary was filled with nanogel. 31 The separation
in trace B was obtained with a fixed zone of 80 mUnits/L 2-3 neuraminidase, resulting
in complete cleavage of the 2-3 linked sialic acid. A higher concentration and larger fixed
enzyme zone was required to desialylate the tri-sialylated N-glycan than for the
sialyllactose, which increased relative standard deviation in area to 11% and in time to
2% (n = 3). No product peaks were generated that contain two sialic acids. (This is known
by the fact that at lower plug lengths of enzyme a disialylated triantennary glycan peak
migrates at that time). A product peak associated with asialo N-glycan is seen in trace A,
but comprised <1% of the area of the N-glycan peaks. The peaks obtained in these traces
indicated that two-thirds of the sialic acid linkages were 2-3, while one-third were 2-6.
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Figure 2.11 Electropherograms of tri-sialylated triantennary complex N-glycan incubated
in α2-3 neuraminidase to determine linkage position. Trace A was obtained without
enzyme, while trace B was obtained using 80 mUnits/µL µ2-3 neuraminidase suspended
in phospholipid nanogel. The fixed zone of µ2-3 neuraminidase (loaded at 69 kPa for 35
s) generated an electropherogram of N-glycan devoid of all 2-3 linked sialic acid. The peak
marked with the asterisk was present in the reaction blank. Experimental conditions were
the same as those used in Figure 2-10. Figure reproduced from [1]. Copyright 2017
American Chemical Society

To demonstrate that different catalytic rates of general neuraminidase for 2-3 vs 2-6 sialic
acid linkage could be harnessed to distinguish linkage position, the experiment was
repeated using general neuraminidase. The separation in trace A of Figure 2-12 was
obtained without enzyme, while the separation in trace B was obtained with a fixed
enzyme zone of 4Units/L general neuraminidase three times larger than those used for
specific enzyme.

This resulted in complete cleavage of the 2-3 linked sialic acid.
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Triplicate runs with the fixed general enzyme zone generated peaks that had a relative
standard deviation in area of 10% and in time of 2%. No product peaks were generated
that contained two sialic acids. The separation in trace C of Figure 2-12 was obtained
with a fixed zone of 2 mUnits/L general neuraminidase, resulting in near complete
cleavage of sialic acid. The same sialic acid linkage composition obtained with specific
enzyme was obtained using general enzyme by controlling the concentration of the
general neuraminidase.
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Figure 2.12 Electropherograms of tri-sialylated triantennary complex N-glycan incubated
in α2-3’,6’,8’,9’ neuraminidase to determine the 3’ versus 6’ sialic acid composition. The
separation in trace A was obtained in the absence of enzyme. The separation in trace B
was obtained using 4 µUnits/µL α2-3,6,8,9 neuraminidase suspended in phospholipid
nanogel (loaded at 69 kPa for 21 s) and generated an electropherogram of N-glycan
devoid of all 2-3 linked sialic acid.

The fixed zone of 2.4 mUnits/µL α2-3,6,8,9

neuraminidase used in trace C (loaded at 69 kPa for 21 s) generated an electropherogram
of N-glycan devoid of all sialic acid. Experimental conditions are the same as those used
in Figure 2-10. Figure reproduced from [1]. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society

2.4 Conclusions and Future Directions
This method enables rapid quantification of Michaelis-Menten constants for different
substrates studied and provided a means to quantify linkage (α2-3 versus α2-6) of sialic
acids. A significant finding of this work was that the general sialidase enzyme which
digests both α2-3 and α2-6 sialic acid could be used to quantity sialic acid linkage
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composition in a substrate containing mixed linkages. This is particularly useful in cases
where a specific enzyme is not readily available (e.g., 2-8 or 2-9 specific sialidases) or
is prohibitively expensive.

Nanogel preparations are inexpensive, costing $0.09 for 5 L.63,64 The nanogel enzyme
analyses provide an inexpensive, rapid, and simple means to analyze and quantify
linkage composition of oligosaccharides.

Nanogels are a biocompatible separation

additive were shown to enhance the stability and performance of the exoglycosidase
enzyme Neuraminidase and was used to create a fixed zone of enzyme in the capillary.
At a concentration of 150 Units/L, enzyme reconstituted in aqueous electrolyte has a
rate that is approximately half of what is obtained when it is reconstituted in nanogel made
in the same aqueous solution. Furthermore, when the preparation does not contain
nanogel, the activity decreases dramatically at low enzyme concentration such that
product was not detectable on the second day of measurement.

In contrast,

neuraminidase reconstituted in nanogel maintained a rate of 500 ± 40 M lactose/min as
seen in the generation of the product measured throughout a 30-day period. A single
enzyme stock in nanogel is a cost-effective means to deliver the nanoliter volumes
required for the capillary method.

To circumvent the imitations of diffusion during static incubations for online enzyme
reaction studies, the incubation period is reproducibly achieved by varying the number of
forward and reverse passes of the substrate through the fixed enzyme zone (polarity
cycling). To accomplish this, the position of fixed enzyme zone in the capillary should be
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clearly defined. The rate of enzyme catalysis increased with the electrophoretic velocity
due to the increased probability of enzyme-substrate collision with polarity cyclic mixing.
For KM studies, polarity cyclic mixing was utilized, and for substrate analysis, the labeling
reaction was performed with an excess label to ensure 100% labeling efficiency to prevent
any bias in KM measurement from an unlabeled substrate. A KM value of 3.3 ± 0.8 mM
(Vmax, 2100 ± 200 M/min) was obtained for 3’-sialyllactose labeled with 2-aminobenzoic
acid using neuraminidase from Clostridium perfringens that cleaves sialic acid monomers
with an 2-3,6,8,9 linkage, which is similar to values reported in the literature that required
bench-top analyses. The enzyme cleaves the 2-3 linkage faster than the 2-6, and a KM
of 2 ± 1 mM (Vmax, 400 ± 100 M/min) was obtained for 6’-sialyllactose substrate. The
rate of cleavage is approximately five times faster for 2-3 linkage than 2-6 linkage.
Alternative neuraminidase selective for 2-3 sialic acid linkages generated a KM value of 3
± 2 mM (Vmax, 900 ± 300 M/min) for 3’-sialyllactose.

With the knowledge of enzyme catalysis, the application of fixed zone of enzyme specific
neuraminidase was used to distinguish sialyllactose linkage positions in a mixture of 3’
and 6’ sialyllactose standards demonstrating the specific enzyme clips of 2-3 linked sialic
acids only in a sample consisting of a mixture of 2-3 and 2-6 sialyllactose. The study was
extended to identify the sialic acid linkages for trisialylated triantennary complex N-glycan
and the peaks obtained indicated that two-thirds of the sialic acid linkages were 2-3, while
one third were 2-6. The same sialic acid linkage composition obtained with specific
neuraminidase was obtained using general neuraminidase by controlling the
concentration and plug length of the general neuraminidase in a cost-effective manner.
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The method will be harnessed to determine the linkage composition in mixtures of
complex N-glycans. Future efforts will also center on adapting the method for different
enzymes.

Some speculations are presented to justify the hypothesis of diffusion limited
incubations lead to decrease in enzyme rate with increase in incubation time. It would
be interesting to expand this study and this system from first principles but several
complications prevented this analysis. The true concentration of enzyme is not known; It
is difficult to estimate the number of active enzyme molecules present, and there is no
way to calculate the average distance between two enzyme molecules without knowing
the true enzyme concentration. Second, to our knowledge, there is no data present in
the literature on the diffusion coefficient of the substrate in the nanogel at the
temperature of the experiment. The diffusion coefficient of the substrate can be
determined experimentally in nanogel in the future to address this knowledge gap.
Third, there was limited evidence in the Brenda database (E.C 3.2.1.18) and in the
literature regarding enzyme structure, to specify that enzyme exists as a monomer, as a
multimer or coexists as both structures under the conditions of the experiment. A
literature search in Scifinder database was conducted using terms (Does neuraminidase
from clostridium perfringens exist as a monomer or multimer, Does neuraminidase from
clostridium perfringens exist as a monomer or oligomer, Does sialidase from clostridium
perfringens exist as a monomer or oligomer) without any pertinant citations found.
Fourth, some hydrolase enzymes have different rates as a monomer or oligomer. A
hydrolase enzyme was reported in literature, where the rate per active site calculated
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for tetramer structure is approximately 15% smaller than its monomer structure.65 If
neuraminidase from clostridium perfringens exist in both monomeric and multimeric
states there could be a possibility of rate differences for these states. Consequently,
while our hypothesis of diffusion limited enzyme conversion rate is aligned with our
experimental observations, it cannot be supported by calculations. However, it is clear
that the polarity cycling method addresses the problem.
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Chapter 3: Capillary electrophoresis with stationary nanogel zones of
galactosidase and Erythrina cristagalli lectin for the determination of (β1-3) linked galactose in glycans
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stationary nanogel zones of galactosidase and Erythrina cristagalli lectin for the
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3.1 Introduction
Protein glycosylation is a significant, but challenging post-translational modification that
must be monitored.2, 3 Characterizing glycosylation is difficult because these structures
vary in their monomer sequence and monomer linkage. Different structural changes are
relevant to different areas of biotechnology. For example, glycosylation affects the safety
and efficacy of biological therapeutics and serves as a biomarker of disease.4-6 The Nglycans that are associated with dysfunction arise from alterations of a predictable base
structure that contains a mannose core with galactose as the outermost residue. 7 In
glycoproteins found in animals, galactose residues are generally linked to an Nacetylglucosamine residue through a (1-4) linkage, (Gal(1−4)GlcNAc). Exceptions to
this linkage specificity are rare, but occur in protein modifications related to
embryogenesis and in oncogenesis.

The occurrence of a (1-3) linkage between

galactose and N-acetylglucosamine (Gal(1−3)GlcNAc) is realized as a type-1 N-acetylD-lactosamine (LacNAc) modification to the N-glycan. This type-1 LacNAc modification
has recently been reported in pluripotent cells8 and as a potential biomarker of ovarian
cancer.9 Although type-1 LacNAc is recognized as an important structural feature, it is
difficult to detect. Lectins and exoglycosidase enzymes hold potential to elucidate this
and other structural features on glycans.

Lectins are harnessed to recognize the prevalence of general structural motifs and offer
a simple method to screen glycosylation. However, lectins cannot easily be used to
sequence glycan structure nor can they provide information about the linkages that
compose the structure. Lectins are often used in an array format, and the level of detail
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obtained with an array scales with the size of the array itself. Arrays require surface
printing, sample introduction, and processing. Expanding the size of the lectin array
increases the amount of sample and lectin that is consumed. To alleviate the lack of
structural specificity of microarrays, they can be combined with exoglycosidases that have
a high specificity for a monomer and in some cases for a monomer linkage. This has
recently been demonstrated with a microarray that combined 2 neuraminidases and 7
lectins to provide information about both the structural motifs present in glycoproteins and
the sialic acid linkage.10

Exoglycosidases that cleave the terminal monomers on the non-reducing end of a glycan
can have different degrees of monomer and linkage specificity. Exoglycosidases with
high specificity can be used without lectins to probe the linkage and composition of
terminal glycan monomers. The selectivity offered by these enzymes can be used in
conjunction with capillary electrophoresis separations. Enzyme analyses of this type are
performed off-line, with any change in the glycan size detected by a shift in the migration
time obtained with capillary electrophoresis.11-18 Off-line enzyme reactions are conducted
for incubation times of several hours and consume significant enzyme quantities.
Although most off-line exoglycosidase analyses are performed on glycans derived from
glycoproteins, analyses of intact proteins can be accomplished with capillary
electrophoresis.16, 19

The limitations of off-line enzyme processing have led to new integrated analyses of
glycans with capillary electrophoresis. Methods of partial filling, plug-plug, and serial plug
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analyses have been used with either a lectin20-22 or with an exoglycosidase.21-24
Combinations of lectins and enzymes in capillary electrophoresis have not been fully
exploited. Stationary zones of enzymes with nanogels have recently been described that
offer new benefits to in-line analyses including the ability to increase the duration of the
substrate incubation with electrophoretic mixing and to extend the lifetime of highly
specific exoglycosidases, some of which are costly.25 The performance of nanogel as a
separation additive in capillary electrophoresis offers an additional advantage for
separations of complex mixtures of glycans.22, 26

The success of in-capillary enzyme reactions is promising for the detection of (1-3)linked galactose once a few complications involving the use of galactosidases are
addressed. In particular, the stability of galactosidase is a concern. The potential of some
galactosidase enzymes to simultaneously function as a transferase as well as an
exoglycosidase must also be considered.27 Additionally, the specificity, catalytic rate, and
conditions required for the enzyme reaction must be defined.28 To expand research in
glycan characterization, analytical technologies are required that are inexpensive, simple
to implement and have potential for automated analysis.

A new approach is developed to enable the detection of galactose residues that contain
a (1-3)-linkage by integrating enzyme and lectin in the separation capillary.

An

exoglycosidase enzyme specific for (1-4)-linked galactose is used in combination with a
lectin that can bind to galactose that is (1-3,4)-linked to N-acetylglucosamine.
Galactosidase and Erythrina cristagalli lectin are each prepared in nanogel to create
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stationary zones within a capillary electrophoresis separation.

By combining the

specificity of an exoglycosidase enzyme with the structural recognition of a lectin, (1-3)linked galactose residues found in glycans are rapidly detected.
neuraminidase in nanogels makes this method attractive. 25

The stability of

In this report, it is

demonstrated for the first time that nanogel stabilizes (1-4)-galactosidase. Moreover,
nanogels can easily be patterned in-capillary and then used in an analysis, expelled, and
replaced repeatedly. This innovation increases the analytical throughput because the
approach does not require printing or covalent immobilization of the enzyme or lectin.
The implementation of this method and practical factors that impact the conversion,
selection, and separation of glycans that contain (1-3)-linked galactose are discussed in
this report. The benefits of this strategy are demonstrated with fetuin glycosylation.

3.2 Materials and Methods
3.2.1 Chemicals and reagents

The asialo-, agalacto-, biantennary complex N-glycan, herein referred to as
agalactosylated biantennary N-glycan (GKC-004300), the asialo-, monogalactosylated
biantennary complex N-glycan, herein referred to as monogalactosylated biantennary Nglycan (GKC-014300), the asialo-, galactosylated biantennary complex N-glycan, herein
referred to as galactosylated biantennary N-glycan (GKC-024300), and the (1-4)galactosidase (GKX-5014) were from Prozyme (Hayward, CA). Acetic acid was from
Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA). Sodium phosphate, calcium chloride, 3-(N-morpholino)propanesulfonic acid, 8-aminopyrene-1,3,6-trisulfonic acid, triethylamine, acetonitrile,
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asialofetuin and sodium cyanoborohydride (dissolved in tetrahydrofuran) were from
Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Rapid peptide N-glycosidase (PNGase F) was obtained
from New England Biolabs (Ipswich, MA). Erythrina cristagalli lectin was from Vector
Labs (Burlingame, CA). Deionized water was from an Elga Purelab ultra water system
(Lowell, MA). The phospholipids 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC)
and 1,2-dihexanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DHPC), were from Avanti Polar Lipids
(Alabaster, AL).

Phospholipid nanogels were prepared as described previously,

aliquoted, and stored at -20 °C.22,

24, 26

The nanogel preparation was composed of

[DMPC]/[DHPC] = 2.5, with a final concentration of 10% lipid by weight.

3.2.2 Preparation and derivatization of standards

The glycans were labeled with a fluorescent chromophore as previously described. 25
Glycan samples were purified, removing excess APTS and APTS labeled by-products
with DPA-6S stationary phase extraction cartridges as described previously. 22 Once
purified, the samples were dried in a SpeedVac concentrator and then reconstituted in
water and stored at -20 °C. For further analysis glycan samples were diluted at least 50fold in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffered to pH 6.

For the stability study, the (1-4)-galactosidase was reconstituted to a final concentration
of 200 µUnit/µL in two separate solutions that differed only by the presence of the selfassembled phospholipids that form nanogel.

In one preparation the enzyme was

suspended in 50 mM sodium phosphate with pH adjusted to 6. In the second preparation
the enzyme was suspended in 10% nanogel that was made using 50 mM sodium
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phosphate with pH adjusted to 6. To create the (1-4)-galactosidase in nanogel a 20%
nanogel preparation was made in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffered to pH 6. The (14)-galactosidase was reconstituted with aqueous buffer and then mixed 1:1 with a 20%
nanogel preparation. This 1:1 dilution of nanogel ensured that the concentration was
precisely 10%, which was important because the viscosity of the non-Newtonian nanogel
was dependent upon the concentration of the preparation. 29 For (1-4)-galactosidase
enzyme, 1 Unit was defined as the amount of enzyme required to hydrolyze 1 μmole 2nitrophenyl -D-galactopyranoside per min at pH 6.0 and 37 °C.30

Erythrina cristagalli lectin comes from the manufacturer with lactose added as a stabilizer.
The lactose was removed using a 10 kDa molecular weight cut off filter (28-9322-47, Pall
Corporation, Ann Arbor, MI) to avoid competition with the glycan binding. The lectin was
rinsed with a solution of 0.1 mM calcium chloride, 100 mM 3-(N-morpholino)propanesulfonic acid buffered to pH 7. The Erythrina cristagalli lectin was then collected
from the molecular weight cutoff filter. The volume of this collected fraction, which is less
than or equal to 20 L, was measured with a pipette. A 10 L volume of 50 mM sodium
phosphate buffered to pH 6.4 and containing 0.1 mM calcium chloride was then added to
the upper compartment of the molecular weight cutoff filter, mixed, removed, and
combined with the fraction containing the protein. This lectin sample was then mixed 1:1
with a 20% nanogel preparation that contained 50 mM sodium phosphate buffered to pH
6.4. The final concentration of the Erythrina cristagalli lectin preparation was 130 M
lectin in 10% nanogel.
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3.2.3 Capillary Electrophoresis

Analyses were performed using a P/ACE MDQ or MDQ Plus (Sciex, Redwood City, CA)
configured by the manufacturer with laser induced fluorescence detection (3 mW air
cooled argon ion laser or 3 mW solid state laser, with λex = 488 nm, λem = 520 nm). A 25
µm internal diameter, 360 µm outer diameter fused silica capillary (Polymicro
Technologies, Phoenix, AZ) was used for separation. Each day capillaries were prepared
as previously reported.22 Briefly, a semi-permanent lipid coating composed of a 5%
solution of phospholipid with [DMPC]/[DHPC] equal to 0.5 that also contained 12.5 mM
calcium was applied to the separation capillary at the beginning of each day and between
each run.

This semi-permanent coating suppressed the electroosmotic flow.

The

separations were performed using reversed polarity to separate the negatively-charged
APTS-labeled glycans (anodic reservoir near detector, cathodic reservoir near the site of
injection). Unless otherwise noted, the background electrolyte was sodium phosphate
buffered to pH 6. Ambient thermal control of the room and instrument was maintained
using a portable air conditioner as was described previously. 26 The lipid-based nanogel
was easily introduced in the capillary at a temperature of 19 °C. Prior to each run the
capillary was held at 19 °C. Data collection and analyses were performed using 32 Karat
Software version 7.0 or 10.2.

Each day, capillaries were prepared by flushing with the following sequence: 1 M NaOH
for 30 min at 170 kPa (25 psi), deionized water for 15 min at 170kPa (25psi),15 min with
methanol at 170 kPa (25 psi), deionized water for 15 min at 170 kPa (25 psi), and 3 min
50 mM sodium phosphate buffered to pH 6 at 170 kPa (25 psi). The capillary was then
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coated with q = 0.5, 5% phospholipid containing 1.25 mM calcium for 20 min at 170 kPa
(25 psi), followed by a 3 min, 170 kPa (25 psi) rinse with 50 mM sodium phosphate
buffered to pH 6. Prior to each run, the capillary was held at19°C and flushed as follows:
3 min of q = 0.5, 5% coating phospholipid at 170 kPa (25 psi), 5 min of 50 mM sodium
phosphate buffered to pH 6 at 170 kPa (25 psi), 3 min of q = 2.5, 10%phospholipid, at
170 kPa (25 psi), and 5 min of 50 mM sodium phosphate buffered to pH 6 at 170 kPa (25
psi).

For studies related to enzyme characterization and optimization, the stationary enzyme
zone was introduced at 69 kPa (10 psi) for 7 s followed by injection of background
electrolyte at 69 kPa (10 psi) for 21 s. The purpose of the 21 s introduction of background
electrolyte was to push the enzyme to the thermostable region of the capillary. To
determine the terminal residue in asialofetuin glycans the stationary lectin zone was
introduced at 69 kPa (10 psi) for 7 s, followed by injection of background electrolyte at 69
kPa (10 psi) for 7 s, and then the stationary enzyme zone was introduced at 69 kPa (10
psi) for 14 s.

After the capillary was filled, the temperature of the separation was

increased to 35 °C for the sample injection, incubation, and separation.

Injections

included a background electrolyte pre-plug of 6.9 kPa (1.0 psi) for 7 s and a background
electrolyte post-plug of 3.4 kPa (0.5 psi) for 5 s. After a run was complete, a 172 kPa (25
psi) background electrolyte flush for 5 min was applied in the reverse direction to push
out any remaining protein toward the site of injection.
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3.3 Results and Discussion
A method to identify the presence of the (1-3)-linked galactose residues associated with
type-1 LacNAc modifications to glycoproteins was developed using dual stationary zones
of (1-4)-galactosidase and Erythrina cristagalli lectin.
harnessed differently in capillary electrophoresis.

Lectins and enzymes were

When the galactosidase enzyme

matched a terminal residue in a glycan it was cleaved as depicted in Figure 3-1, leading
to the appearance of the product at a migration time different from that of the substrate.
When the specificity of the Erythrina cristagalli lectin for galactose residues matched the
structural features of the glycan, they were bound to the lectin, removing the glycan peak
from the electropherogram.

The conditions for interaction with lectins were

straightforward; however, the (1-4)-galactosidase required some optimization.

substrate product
substrate

EC #3.2.1.23

substrate product

Figure 3.1 Conceptual illustration of electrophoretic migration of substrate in-capillary
containing enzyme in a stationary zone. The asialo monogalactosylated biantennary Nglycan was converted to agalactosylated biantennary N-glycan following incubation. Note
that the reducing end of the N-glycan was labeled with a fluorophore (e.g. 8-aminopyrene
1,3,6-trisulfonic acid). Figure reproduced from [1].
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3.3.1. Creating a stationary enzyme zone in-capillary

A zone of enzyme was created in the capillary with nanogel as depicted in Figure 3-1.
This approach, previously reported with the enzyme neuraminidase, 25 was possible
because nanogel is a fluid with a thermally switchable viscosity. 29, 31 The nanogel was
introduced into the capillary as a low viscosity fluid at 19 °C and then held in place by
transforming it into a high viscosity material at temperatures ranging from 25 to 35 °C.
The surface was passivated with a semi-permanent phospholipid coating, which
suppressed the electroosmotic flow. The galactosidase was essentially stationary in the
capillary in the absence of electroosmotic flow, in the high viscosity matrix, and as the pH
of the nanogel was close to the predicted isoelectric point of 5.68 (personal
communication Prozyme, Inc. Tech Support).

Separations were performed using

reversed polarity. The negatively-charged substrate was electrokinetically driven into the
enzyme zone, where it was converted to product. Following enzyme treatment the
product was then separated in the remaining portion of the capillary. In prior reports the
capillary was filled with nanogel to improve the separation;22, 25, 26, 32, 33 however, when
higher resolution was not required the stationary zone of enzyme functioned equally well
when it was introduced into a capillary filled with aqueous background electrolyte instead
of nanogel.25

3.3.2. Effect of nanogel on (1-4)-galactosidase activity and stability

Previously, the rate of neuraminidase catalysis was higher and the stability of
neuraminidase was longer when the enzyme was reconstituted in nanogel as compared
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to aqueous solution.25 There is evidence in the literature that phospholipid monolayers
improve the performance of exoglycosidase enzymes. 34-37 The effect of nanogel on the
activity and stability of (1-4)-galactosidase was evaluated by monitoring the extent of
galactose removal for enzyme reconstituted in aqueous buffer as compared to nanogel.
Therefore, the 200 Unit/L enzyme preparation was composed of sodium phosphate
buffered to a pH of 6 or in nanogel that also contained sodium phosphate buffered to a
pH of 6. The enzyme was mixed outside of the capillary with either buffer or with nanogel,
immediately placed in the instrument, and the first run was initiated.

The time points

were measured from the moment the first programmed run began. A 100 L aliquot of
each 200 Unit/L enzyme preparation (aqueous or nanogel) was stored in a separate
vial in the sample bay of the instrument, which was maintained at 4 °C. The 200 Unit/L
preparations of (1-4)-galactosidase were assessed by quantifying the rate of conversion
of monogalactosylated biantennary N-glycan substrate to agalactosylated biantennary Nglycan. For each enzyme preparation, the stationary enzyme zone was introduced at 69
kPa (10 psi) for 7 s and then pushed into the thermostated region of the capillary by
injection of background electrolyte at 69 kPa (10 psi) for 21 s. As the isoelectric point of
galactosidase (5.68) was close to the pH of both the aqueous and nanogel preparations,
the enzyme zones remained stationary in the separation capillary. At the end of each
determination the enzyme (~ 6 nL) was expelled and the capillary flushed. A new
stationary zone was created in the capillary for each determination of enzyme by drawing
a fresh sample from the appropriate vial stored in the refrigerated sample bay.
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The results of this study are summarized in Table 3-1.

The analyses of enzyme

conversion demonstrated the reproducibility of the method when the nanogel-enzyme
zone was introduced into the capillary. For the 6 nanogel-enzyme zones analyzed (time
points: 1, 5, 9, 13, 17, 21 h), the combined area of the glycan substrate and glycan product
peaks had a relative standard deviation of 8% (n = 6). The migration times of the
substrate and product were also reproducible for these 6 nanogel-enzyme zones,
generating relative standard deviation of 0.3% for substrate (n = 6), as well as product (n
= 6). The percent conversion measured for freshly made enzyme preparations was more
than 2 times higher in nanogel than aqueous buffer.

Within 12 hours the (1-4)-

galactosidase made in aqueous solution was inactive, but when reconstituted in nanogel
it remained active (92  4 % turnover, n = 6) during 21 hours of programmed analyses.
The prior study revealed that nanogel preparations of neuraminidase remained active for
at least 30 days,25 suggesting that the (1-4)-galactosidase would retain enzyme activity
for an extended period as well.
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Table 3.1 Effect of nanogel on enzyme performance1
Aqueous Enzyme

Nanogel Enzyme

Time point2 %Turnover3 Timepoint %Turnover3
0 h

37

1 h

93

4 h

41

5 h

100

8 h

10

9 h

89

12 h

0

13 h

93

16 h

0

17 h

91

20 h

0

21 h
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1

Enzyme concentration was 200 µUnit/µL. The
aqueous solution and nanogel (10%) were both
buffered to pH 6. Substrate was 4 µM mono
galactosylated biantennary N-glycan in 50 mM
phosphate buffered to pH 6. Sample was injected
(2kV 6 sec) followed by a pre-separation step (3kV
for 16 min) to drive substrate through enzyme.
Separations were performed with a background
electrolyte of 50mM sodium phosphate buffered to
pH 6 in a 25 μm i.d. capillary with an effective length
of 50 cm, E =400 V/cm (reverse polarity), and at 35
°C.
2
Time point was taken on the same instrument and
separation capillary, alternating the enzyme
preparation leading at 4 h intervals.
3
Enzyme turnover is calculated by dividing the
product area by the total area of substrate and
product. The RSD in area of total glycan is 10% and
the RSD of migration time is 1% for the substrate
and for the product

3.3.3. Effect of the stationary nanogel position on enzyme cleavage

The temperature control of the separation capillary was enabled through a standard
feature of the commercial instrument used in this study. The capillary electrophoresis
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instrument contained a cartridge, which interfaces the separation capillary to the
programmable autosampling system. The capillary cartridge was connected to a liquid
coolant system to circulate liquid coolant over the outside of the capillary. With this design
an approximate length of 3.5 cm at each end of the capillary was not thermally regulated.
Enzyme activity was temperature sensitive, which required that the stationary zone was
positioned in the thermostated region of the capillary. Previously, this was accomplished
for sialyllactose labeled with a UV-visible active chromophore in a capillary of 30 cm
effective length and 40 cm total length by moving the stationary zone approximately 15
cm into the capillary and characterizing the position of the stationary nanogel zone.25 In
that prior study moving the enzyme, neuraminidase, to that position in the capillary was
feasible because the catalytic rate of the enzyme was fast and because the mobilities of
the sialyllactose substrate and lactose product were similar. When the same strategy
was applied to (1-4)-galactosidase, the position of the stationary enzyme zone in the
capillary adversely effected the interpretation of the electropherogram. This was due to
the fact that the velocity of the monogalactosylated biantennary N-glycan substrate and
agalactosylated

biantennary

N-glycan

product

differed.

The

separations

of

agalactosylated biantennary N-glycan and monogalactosylated biantennary N-glycan, as
shown in Figures 3-2A and 3-2B, were driven through a stationary zone in the separation
capillary as in the previous report.25 The nanogel-enzyme zone was positioned within the
thermostated region of the capillary by pushing the nanogel with a 45 s injection of
aqueous buffer. In 2A the zone was composed of nanogel, while in Figure 3-2B the zone
was composed of nanogel containing (1-4)-galactosidase. Two product peaks were
present in trace 3-2B because the agalactosylated biantennary N-glycan standard passed
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through the zone before the monogalactosylated biantennary N-glycan substrate reached
the zone and was converted to agalactosylated biantennary N-glycan product.

A

B

C

D

blank

0.25
RFU

Galactosidase

blank

Galactosidase

6

7

8

9

10

Time, min

Figure 3.2 Depiction of electrophoretic migration of substrate in-capillary through a
stationary zone of nanogel in two different positions. Injected sample was a mix of
monogalactosylated biantennary N-glycan (substrate) and agalactosylated biantennary Nglycan (product, and migration time marker).

The electropherogram in trace A was

obtained in the presence of nanogel pushed into the capillary for 45 s at 69 kPa (10 psi).
The trace in B was obtained under the same conditions but using a stationary zone of
nanogel containing enzyme.

The electropherogram in C was obtained with nanogel

thermostated at the end of the capillary using the modified reservoir. The separation in
trace D was obtained under the same conditions but using a stationary zone of nanogel
containing enzyme. Sample was driven through nanogel using a pre-separation of 3kV.
Separations were performed in a 25 µm inner diameter capillary, at 35 °C with an effective
length of 50 cm and E = 400 V/cm (reverse polarity). Figure reproduced from [1].
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This was corrected by using a special reservoir developed and reported earlier
provided thermal regulation at the inlet end of the separation capillary.

38

that

Briefly, to

thermostat the inlet end of the capillary a P/ACE MDQ large-volume reservoir tray was
modified to accept recirculating coolant from a water bath, which allowed for more options
for placement of the enzyme nanogel zone. The temperature of the buffer vial was
equilibrated to the temperature of the recirculating bath. During enzyme hydrolysis the
capillary was maintained to the specified temperature; however, when the incubation was
completed the capillary was moved to a vial that was not thermostated. This prevented
the accumulation of condensation near the top of the vial, which could potentially lead to
electrical arcing. With this modification, the stationary nanogel zone was positioned at
the inlet end of the capillary, and was used to obtain the separations shown in Figures 32C and 3-2D. In Figure 3-2C the zone was composed of nanogel, while in Figure 2D the
zone was composed of nanogel containing (1-4)-galactosidase. A single product peak
was obtained in trace 3-2D because the agalactosylated biantennary N-glycan standard
and monogalactosylated biantennary N-glycan substrate reached the enzyme zone at the
same time. The agalactosylated biantennary N-glycan product formed in the enzyme
zone migrated from the same location as the agalactosylated biantennary N-glycan
standard added to the sample.
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A. Side view of spool without tubing

B. Top view of modified reservoir cartridge

Figure 3.3 Depiction of an aluminum spool that is placed in contact with the glass vial
used as either the anode or cathode reservoir. The spool wrapped with tubing is shown
in the modified reservoir tray in S-1B. The system is described in a report by M.
Anderson, L. Holland, T. Pappas, Temperature control of the running buffer: A “homebuilt” modification to the P/ACE™ MDQ, P/ACE Setter, 9 (2005) 9-11.

Figure

reproduced from [1].

3.3.4. Other factors that influence (1-4)-galactosidase performance
The effects of temperature, analyte velocity, and length of the enzyme zone were
characterized. The effect of turnover at 3 temperatures (25, 30, 35 °C) demonstrated
only nominal improvement in percent turnover above 25 °C (see Table 3-2).
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Table 3.2 Effect of Temperature on turnover1

Temperature2

% Turnover2

25°C

78

30°C

87

35°C

89

1

Enzyme (200 µUnit/µL) reconstituted in 10%
nanogel, sample and separation conditions as
described in Table 3-1.
2
RSD in total glycan area < 8%, n = 3, and RSD in
rate < 4%, n = 3.

The velocity of the substrate through the stationary enzyme zone impacted the rate of
turnover as well. Slower transit time through the zone resulted in longer periods of
incubation. As summarized in Table 3-3, higher turnover was achieved by driving the
substrate through the zone at a lower applied voltage. Electrophoretic mixing, achieved
by cycling the polarity of the applied electric field, was previously used to control the
incubation time.25
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Table 3.3 Effect of Voltage on turnover1

Voltage

% Turnover2

3 kV

58

12 kV

18

24 kV

12

1

Enzyme (50 µUnit/µL) reconstituted in 10%
nanogel, sample, sample was injected (2kV 6 sec)
and the separation then performed using the
specified applied voltage, separation conditions as
described in Table 3-1.
2
RSD in total glycan area < 8%, n = 3, RSD in rate
< 4%, n = 3.

The length of the stationary enzyme zone dictated the percent turnover, as summarized
in Table 3-4. Flow injection analyses were performed to convert the pressure and time
used to introduce the nanogel into a length. Nanogel zones introduced with a pressure
of 69 kPa for 14, 10.5, and 7 s were estimated to be 2.6, 2.0 and 1.3 cm long, respectively.
Nanogel-enzyme zones of different length provided more flexibility in the method. Longer
zones of enzyme led to more interactions between enzyme and substrate. This was also
true for the lectin. The lengths of the nanogel-enzyme and nanogel-lectin zones used for
these studies were 14 s and 7 s, respectively. A 7 s lectin plug captured glycan that
contained terminal galactose at 400 V/Cm; whereas, a 14 s enzyme plug was used to
provide better control of the glycan migration through the fixed stationary zone during
mixing with polarity cycling. In addition, the 14 s enzyme plug enabled the use of lower
enzyme concentrations, which was more cost-effective and advantageous because high
concentrations of enzyme could lead to substrate contamination.
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Table 3.4 Effect of plug length on turnover1
Plug Length

% Turnover2

69 kPa, 7 s

50

69 kPa, 10.5 s

68

69 kPa, 14 s

78

1

Enzyme (50 µUnit/µL) reconstituted in
10% nanogel, sample, separation
conditions as described in Table 3-1
2
RSD in total glycan area < 6%, n = 3,
RSD in rate < 3%, n = 3

The results in Table 3-4 demonstrated that different lengths of nanogel-enzyme zone did
not affect the reproducibility of the method. The reproducibility of the rate of enzyme
conversion was 3, 2, and 5% (n = 3) for lengths estimated to be 2.6, 2.0, and 1.3 cm,
respectively. The combined area of the glycan substrate and glycan product peaks had
a relative standard deviation of 3, 7, and 9% for lengths of 2.6, 2.0, and 1.3 cm,
respectively. The migration times of the substrate and product were also reproducible for
each length of nanogel used. The substrate peak had a relative standard deviation of 1,
0.2, and 0.5% for lengths of 2.6, 2.0, and 1.3 cm, respectively. The product peak had a
relative standard deviation of 1, 0.3, and 0.5% for lengths of 2.6, 2.0, and 1.3 cm,
respectively.

3.3.5. Identification of (1-3)-linked galactose using (1-4)-galactosidase and Erythrina
cristagalli lectin

With enzyme optimization complete, the enzyme and lectin were combined to
demonstrate the presence of any (1-3)-linked galactose. Glycans were removed from
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asialofetuin, labeled, and subject to analyses with enzyme and lectin. Agalactosylated
biantennary N-glycan was added to the glycan sample to serve as an internal standard
because it does not respond to either the (1-4)-galactosidase or the Erythrina cristagalli
lectin. The trace in Figure 3-4A was obtained with stationary nanogel zones devoid of
enzyme and of lectin. The trace in Figure 3-4B was obtained with a stationary nanogel
zone of Erythrina cristagalli lectin, which demonstrated the specificity for the presence of
terminal

galactose

residues.

The

galactosylated

biantennary

N-glycan

and

galactosylated triantennary N-glycans were missing from the electropherogram because
they were captured by the lectin; whereas, the internal standard, which did not contain
galactose residues, migrated through the lectin zone. The trace in Figure 3-4C was
obtained by driving the glycans through the (1-4)-galactosidase and mixing with polarity
cycling (7-pass) to remove only (1-4)-linked galactose residues. This produced an
electropherogram with only 3 peaks: the agalactosylated biantennary N-glycan, the
agalactosylated triantennary N-glycan, and the (1-3)-linked, monogalactosylated
triantennary N-glycan known to be present in asialofetuin. The trace in Figure 3-4D was
obtained by driving the glycans first through a stationary nanogel zone of (1-4)galactosidase, mixing with polarity cycling (7-pass), and then driving the glycans through
a stationary nanogel zone of Erythrina cristagalli lectin. The resulting electropherogram
showed that the (1-3)-linked monogalactosylated triantennary N-glycan was bound to
the lectin and thus retained in the capillary.
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Figure 3.4 Electropherograms of complex N-glycan obtained from asialofetuin incubated
in β(1-4)-galactosidase and Erythrina cristagalli lectin in different combinations. A
stationary zone of nanogel/lectin and then nanogel/enzyme was loaded into the capillary
at 69 kPa for 7 s and 14 s, respectively. Glycan standard agalactosylated biantennary Nglycan was added as a migration time marker. The sample was incubated in the first
stationary zone using mixing with polarity cycling for 579 s at 3 kV for multiple passes as
follows: 129 s forward then three repeats of 75 s reverse/75 s forward. The separation
in trace A was obtained with no enzyme and no lectin. The asterisk in trace A denotes
the position of Galβ(1−3)GlcNAc or Galβ(1−4)GlcNAc. The trace in B was obtained with
a stationary zone of lectin selective for the terminal galactose. The trace in C was
obtained with a stationary enzyme zone that was selective for β1-4 linkages. The asterisk
in trace C denotes the position of Galβ(1−3)GlcNAc. The trace in D was obtained with a
stationary enzyme zone and a stationary lectin zone. The data were obtained at 35 ⁰ C
with β(1-4)-galactosidase (200 µUnit/µL) and Erythrina cristagalli lectin (130 µM) that is
suspended in phospholipid nanogel. Separation conditions are the same as described100
in
the Figure 3-2. Figure reproduced from [1].

3.4. Conclusions and Future Directions
This report demonstrates the applicability of combining (1-4)-galactosidase and
Erythrina cristagalli lectin. The linkage specificity could have been determined using
combinations

of

(1-4)-galactosidase,

(1-3)-galactosidase,

and/or

(1-3,4)-

galactosidase. However, there are a few advantages to using lectins over multiple
enzymes. Galactosidase enzymes have different optimum pH values and can contain
excipients to stabilize them, including lactose, which is an inhibitor of enzyme activity. In
addition, some galactosidases also function as a transferase enzyme, conjugating the
liberated galactose residues back to a glycan or oligosaccharide terminus. 27

The

optimization of (1-4)-galactosidase for the effect of temperature, voltage and plug length
on turnover was demonstrated. The results indicate that the nominal increase in enzyme
percent turnover above 25⁰ C compared to 30⁰ C and 35⁰ C. The velocity of the substrate
through stationary enzyme zone impacts the enzyme turnover, as slower transit times
through the enzyme zone resulted in longer incubation time and higher turnover is
achieved. So, optimizing the conditions required for maximizing enzyme performance are
characterized before proceeding to samples.

The temperature responsive nanogel separations provide a rapid, non-covalent method
to incorporate enzymes and lectins reconstituted in nanogels directly into the capillary.
The in-capillary method of enzyme and lectin processing is practical because the nanogel
increases the enzyme lifetime. The use of phospholipids for reconstitution was shown in
chapter 2 with exoglycosidases, but this was extended to lectin in chapter 3. Nanoliter
volumes of enzyme and lectin are consumed during each run, which decreases the
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overall cost of the enzymes used to facilitate the analyses. Furthermore, the low cost of
the nanogel preparations, which are estimated at $0.09 for 5 L,39, 40 makes the method
more affordable as well.

Also care must be taken for position of the stationary enzyme zone in the capillary, and
enzyme presence at two different positions effects the electrophoretic migration of the
product, which was shown with a standard. The reason for the difference in
electrophoretic mobility of the spiked product different from the product generated from
the enzyme reaction, due to the position of the fixed stationary enzyme zone in the
capillary. Since the identification of glycan is dependent on migration time, it is crucial
that all methods utilize the same separation protocol. On the other hand, lectins avoid
confounding results that may be obtained using enzymes with different properties and
from different sources. There are various number of exoglycosidases and lectins that are
commercially available with different specificity to probe complex solutions of glycans for
structure identification. The combined use of enzymes and lectins in capillary
electrophoresis is a new strategy to advance rapid and automated analysis of glycans
using nanoliter volumes of enzymes and lectins. Using enzymes and lectins in
combination for monomer and linkage information in glycans acts as a double
conformational tool in glycan structure identification. The applicability of this use of
stationary zones of enzyme and lectin in capillary electrophoresis is demonstrated with
the identification of β1-3 linked galactose in N-glycans obtained from asialofetuin. Future
efforts will center on adapting the method to different combinations of enzymes and
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lectins.

Ultimately, this approach will be utilized for direct analyses of glycoproteins that

contain signatures of type-1 LacNAc moieties, implicated in cancer.
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Chapter 4: Conclusions & Future Directions:

4.1 Conclusions:
Capillary Electrophoresis continues to meet the challenges faced by the glycan
community to separate complex glycans. In summary, the dissertation illustrates how
exoglycosidases and lectins can be utilized for glycan structure identification. Chapter 1
provided general information about the significance, fundamentals of glycans and its
analysis with capillary electrophoresis using exoglycosidases and lectins. A brief
introduction provided a discussion of glycan characterization with other analytical
technologies were discussed and how CE improves in glycan structure analysis. The
compatibility of CE with various detectors makes it suitable for K M determinations from
nanomoles to millimolar concentrations, and the glycan derivatization for substrate and
product detection was also explained. Furthermore, the basic principles of MichaelisMenten determinations are discussed, and the process of translating capillary
electropherograms into a Michaelis-Menten curve is explained.

Chapter 2 discusses the Michaelis-Menten constants of enzyme neuraminidase with two
different model substrates which ultimately provide a means to quantify sialic acid
linkages. The phospholipid nanogel enhanced the stability and performance of the
neuraminidase enzyme and was used to create a fixed zone of enzyme within the capillary
by working at the isoelectric point of the enzyme. The fixed enzyme zone is inexpensive
and easily positioned in the capillary to support electrophoresis mediated microanalysis
to analyze sialic acid linkages. The method of polarity cyclic mixing was developed to
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achieve reproducible incubations by overcoming diffusion limited incubation was
discussed.

Chapter 3 discusses the use of thermally responsive nanogel to create stationary zones
of enzyme and lectin in the separation capillary. Once patterned in the capillary, the
analyte is driven through the enzyme zone, where it is converted into specific product
when an enzyme is used or captured when lectin is used. Lectins are harnessed to
recognize the prevalence of general structural motifs and offer a method to screen
glycosylation. However, lectins cannot be used to sequence glycan structure nor can they
provide information about linkages that compose the structure. The importance of using
stationary nanogel zone is that reaction time can be controlled by length of fixed enzyme
zone, applied field strength controlling the analyte mobility and the temperature are
characterized, which are the factors for enhancing the enzyme performance. The
applicability of this use of stationary zones of β1-4 galactosidase and Erythrina Cristagalli
lectin is demonstrated for the identification of β(1-3)- linked galactose in N-glycan, which
is a biomarker for ovarian cancer.

4.2 Ongoing work:
With the knowledge of rate of hydrolysis for α2-3 and α2-6 sialic acids from previous
results demonstrated the % sialic acid composition in a simple standard. The goal of the
ongoing work is to determine sialic acid composition in complex mixtures such as alpha1-acid glycoprotein. The alpha-1-acid glycoprotein is heavily glycosylated and sialylated
with a mix of α2-3 and α2-6 sialic acids on di, tri, and tetra sialyation present on bi, tri and
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tetrantennary N-glycans.1, 2 The impact of glycosylation on protein function is significant,
and this makes the characterization of N-glycan structures mandatory for bio-therapeutic
development.3 The changes in batch to batch variations in sialylation for alpha-1-acid
glycoprotein can be studied from vendors to establish if any differences observed in
manufacturing. Screening sialylation in this complicated glycan pool will be challenging,
and the N-glycan structure can be evaluated by exoglycosidase sequencing.

N-Glycan Sequencing:

The N-glycan structure from this complicated pool can be sequenced by using multiple
exoglycosidase enzymes to systematically determine the α2-3 and α2-6 sialylation in a
complex sample. The use of α2-3 neuraminidase to completely clip off α2-3 sialic acids
as the first fixed enzyme zone. The β-galactosidase introduced as second fixed enzyme
zone would digest the exposed galactose and then α2-3,6,8 neuraminidase can be added
as third fixed enzyme zone to remove the α2-6 sialic acids. With this kind of patterning,
the overall %2-3 and 2-6 sialylation should match with the introduction of each enzyme
cartridge and would identify the products generated from bi, tri and tetrantennary glycans
based on shift in migration time. A potential pitfall of sialic acid composition in complex
mixture containing bi, tri and tetrantennary glycans is that the rate of hydrolysis for clipping
of α2-3 sialic acid varies with each glycans and optimizing the enzyme concentration to
clip off only 2-3 sialic acids is challenging. In addition, the use of enzymes α2-3
neuraminidase, β1-4 galactosidase, α2-3,6,8 neuraminidase, fucosidase, and Nacetylglucosaminidase can be used to digest the glycan to its core structure. In patterning
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multiple exoglycosidase enzymes care should be taken in creating fixed enzyme zone by
working close to enzymes isoelectric point.

4.2. Future Direction:
4.2.1: Charecterization of N-glycan profiles relevant to clinical samples:
Plasma N-glycan profiling has emerged as potential candidates for bio-markers
identification. The utilization of N-glycan profile as clinical bio-markers for disease
diagnosis and prognosis is widely used.1-3 The change in glycosylation of N-glycan profile
has been identified in various cancers,1,4-6 rheumatoid arthritis7 and diabetes8. The use
of nanogel assisted capillary gel electrophoresis method developed in Hollands lab could
be used to evaluate N-glycans obtained from healthy and diseased individuals to compare
N-glycan profile changes within and across individuals.

The process involved in collecting the blood sample, N-glycan release, labeling and
purification is described. The blood samples should be collected by following standard
procedures and guidelines for drawing blood prior to treatment and after treatment.9 Blood
was drawn into sterile vacutainer blood collection tube and is allowed to clot for 30 min at
ambient temperature. The vacutainer blood collection tubes is a plastic or glass sterile
test tube creating a vacuum seal inside the tube and allows to draw blood. After the
formation of clot, centrifuge for at least 15 minutes at 2500 RPM within one hour of blood
sample collection. When the tube is centrifuged, the materials in the blood sample are
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separated based on density. The blood cells at the bottom of the tube and plasma or
serum at the top of the tube. The serum layer should be removed, aliquoted and stored
at -80°C. The serum samples before N-glycan release needs to be processed in order to
remove albumin and other unwanted proteins using multiple affinity removal spin
cartridges.10 This spin cartridges removes majority of the albumin from serum and the
sample can now be treated for N-glycan release.

The N-glycan release from serum samples is reported.11-13 The procedure involves 5 µL
aliquots of processed serum samples diluted to 25 µL with glycoprotein denaturation
buffer composed of 10mM sodium phosphate (pH 7.5), 0.1% β-mercaptoethanol and
0.1% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS). The serum sample was denatured during incubation
at 60°C for 60 minutes by reduction of the disulfide bonds. The sample was allowed to
cool down to room temperature and 2.5 µL of 10% Nonidet P-40 (NP-40) is added. The
NP-40 is a nonionic, non-denaturing detergent used to ensure sufficient partitioning of
sodium dodecyl sulphate into the micelles to prevent denaturation of peptide Nglycosidase F enzyme (PNGase F). Allow at least five to ten minutes to equilibrate before
the addition of enzyme. PNGase F (5 mU) enzyme is added to the sample and the
enzyme is used to cleave N-glycans from glycoprotein backbone and the serum samples
were incubated at 37°C for overnight enzyme reaction. The N-glycans can be separated
from protein by using ethanol precipitation. Add ice cold ethanol to the glycan at a three
ethanol and one sample volume ratio. The solution is centrifuged at 10,000 RPM for 10
minutes at 4°C. Remove as much liquid as possible from protein pellet and place it in a
vial. Use the spedvac concentrator to evaporate the ethanol from the sample in order to
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prepare the sample for labeling. The 8-aminopyrene-1,3,6-trisulfonic acid (APTS) impart
charge needed to induce electrophoretic separation and a fluorescent tag for detection.

The released N-glycans can be labeled using a fluorophore 8-aminopyrene-1,3,6trisulfonic acid, with a protocol developed in Holland lab. The N-glycan labeling can be
accomplished using 100 mM 8-aminopyrene-1,3,6-trisulfonic acid in 20% acetic acid for
a reaction of 5 nmol glycan: 250 nmol dye in a total reaction volume of 5 L. To the dried
N-glycan, 2.5 L of 100mM APTS and 2.5 L of 1M sodiumcyanoborohydride were added
and allowed to incubate at 37°C for two hours for sialylated compounds and overnight for
non-sialylated compounds.

The labeled N-glycan samples were purified using the

discovery DPA-6S solid phase extraction cartridges. Specifically, once the sample was
loaded in the extraction cartridge, the APTS dye was eluted using 20-mL of 95%
acetonitrile, 5% aqueous 1 mM triethylamine and the retained sugars were eluted from
the cartridge using 5-mL of aqueous 25 mM triethylamine. Once purified, the samples
were dried in a SpeedVac concentrator before reconstituting in water and storing at -20
°C for CE analysis.

4.2.2: Michaelis Menten Studies of Exoglycosidases:

Capillary electrophoresis is an enabling tool and will continue to evolve and adapt to meet
the challenges of enzyme analysis. The Michaelis Menten studies for some of the
exoglycosidases have been previously established.14,15

The research in chapter 2

discuss a method of electrophoretically mediated microanalysis for K M and Vmax
determinations for the enzymes α2-3 neuraminidase and α2-3,6,8 neuraminidase with
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model substrates. This method can be extended to study exoglycosidase enzymes like
β-galactosidase and α-fucosidase for KM and Vmax determination. The enzyme β 1-3,4
galactosidase can be used to evaluate the rate of hydrolysis of different galactose
linkages β 1-3 and 1-4 using model substrates. The enzyme α 1-2,3,4,6 fucosidase can
be used to assess the rate of hydrolysis for various fucose linkages. With the knowledge
of rates, optimizing the concentration of general enzymes can be used to clip off required
linkage instead of using different specific enzymes. The potential challenges would be the
compatibility of the enzyme reaction and the separation pH. It is important in creating the
fixed enzyme zone by working at its isoelectric point and the optimum conditions for
enzyme performance with respect to pH, temperature, and ionic strength need to be
optimized. Often high ionic strength buffers support enzyme stability but may not affect
the rate of enzyme reaction. For on-line reactions some processing may be required to
lower ionic strength that matches that of background electrolyte used for the separation.

4.2.3 Analysis of O-linked glycans:

Glycans obtained from glycoproteins are either nitrogen (N) or Oxygen (O) linked. Olinked glycans attach via oxygen to serine or threonine amino acids on the polypeptide
chain of the protein and form a wide variety of glycan structures. Change in the
glycosylation pattern of O-glycans was reported in breast and ovarian cancer.16-19
Therefore O-linked glycan profiling from sera of cancer patients could be a useful
biomarker for cancer diagnosis. The O-linked glycans are underexplored, and there is a
need to develop procedures for isolating O-linked glycans from the glycoproteins. Olinked glycan structures can be characterized with the use of exoglycosidases or lectins.
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A potential pitfall for O-linked glycans characterization is there are no enzymes
comparable to PNGaseF that could clip off O-linked glycans from glycoproteins and
chemical release options need to be considered which come with some disadvantages.
The disadvantages include the absence of free reducing end for the O-glycan released
commonly by reductive β-elimination20 and routinely used labeling derivatization
strategies cannot be applicable for O-glycan labeling. Moreover, in contrast to N-linked
glycans, O-glycans do not have a common core structure, are more heterogenous,21 and
are clustered at high density near serine or threonine amino acids on the polypeptide
chain.
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